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Given the resources it is willing to commit to logistics activities and how its logistics system actually performs, the Air Force currently tries to do more with its operational weapon systems than its logistics support budgets allow. At the beginning of FY 2001, the Air Force Director of Supply, AF/ILS, asked RAND’s Project AIR FORCE (PAF) to address this problem by looking for ways to improve how the Air Force logistics community participates in the Air Force Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS) process. As the Air Force Spares Campaign got under way in early 2001, under AF/ILS’s leadership, AF/ILS also asked PAF, where possible, to link its ongoing analysis of the PPBS process to the Air Force’s needs in the Spares Campaign. This report documents PAF’s findings on the PPBS process. A complementary study\(^1\) demonstrates how easy it is to use flying hours in the operational commands in any year to predict actual costs in the depots during that year for budgeting purposes.

This work should interest analysts and policymakers in defense organizations who coordinate resource management for a supply chain with scale economies that cut across several product lines. It gives particular attention to the scale economies associated with inventory management and to product lines that can usefully be associated with separate major operating commands. This becomes an important issue when several operating commands or customers rely on a common inventory management system. It becomes even

---

more challenging when the customers can control the resources made available to the common inventory management system.

This report documents several ways that the Air Force can improve its management of logistics resource issues in its PPBS process. The proposals presented here are best understood as elements of a broader, ongoing effort to improve Air Force performance. The report seeks to present them in that light and to suggest how to coordinate them with other proposals under consideration in early FY 2002.

PROJECT AIR FORCE

Project AIR FORCE, a division of RAND, is the Air Force federally funded research and development center (FFRDC) for studies and analysis. It provides the Air Force with independent analyses of policy alternatives affecting the development, employment, combat readiness, and support of current and future aerospace forces. Research is performed in four programs: Aerospace Force Development; Manpower, Personnel, and Training; Resource Management; and Strategy and Doctrine. This work was conducted in the Resource Management Program under the leadership of C. Robert Roll, Jr.
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Reorganization of the Air Force after the Cold War has been challenging. Since 1991, the mission capable rates of the 13 weapon systems the leadership of the Air Force watches most closely have fallen. Unit costs of supporting these systems have risen. Difficulty predicting actual annual support costs and developing annual funding levels adequate to cover these costs have introduced turbulence into Air Force planning and operations. These difficulties appear to result from a new, less certain external environment; the challenges of downsizing to accommodate lower defense budgets; and problems caused by the process of change itself, which has continued at an unprecedented rate over a long period.

The Air Force logistics community is looking for systemic ways to deal with these changes. The Chief’s Logistics Review, Logistics Transformation Program, Air Force Materiel Command (AFMC) Constraints Assessment Program, the Spares Requirements Review Board (SRRB), the Spares Campaign, and the Depot Maintenance Review Team (DMRT) all represent ongoing efforts to find and implement effective answers.

As part of this effort, the Air Force Director of Supply in the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Installations and Logistics (AF/ILS), asked RAND’s Project AIR FORCE (PAF) to look for ways to improve how the Air Force logistics community participates in the Air Force Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS) process. As the Air Force Spares Campaign got under way, under AF/ILS’s leadership, AF/ILS also asked PAF to support that campaign and, where possible, to link its ongoing analysis of the PPBS process to the Air
Force’s needs in the Spares Campaign. This report documents the findings of PAF’s work for AF/ILS on the PPBS process.

This report proceeds in four steps:

• It starts by explaining how the Air Force’s treatment of depot-level-reparable (DLR) spares in its PPBS process today aggravates problems that degrade Air Force–wide performance and cost levels.

• It identifies seven policy changes relevant to the Air Force PPBS process that, taken together, should improve Air Force management of DLR spares.

• It identifies three basic changes in policy, which the Air Force is already considering, that should make it easier to implement our proposed changes.

• It identifies fundamental elements of the Air Force culture that will complicate any effort to make the changes we suggest and that could easily defeat these changes unless the Air Force confronts these cultural issues directly.

**HOW THE PPBS PROCESS ADDRESSES RESOURCE QUESTIONS RELEVANT TO DLR SPARES: POLICY ISSUES**

Air Force treatment of DLR spares in its PPBS process today aggravates problems that degrade Air Force–wide performance and cost levels. The Air Force faces difficult challenges both in how it supports DLRs used in major end items (MEIs) and in how it plans, programs, and budgets for such support in its PPBS process.

The Air Force supply chain relevant to DLRs is extremely complex. It provides spare parts to multiple customers with varying require-

---

2DLRs are spare parts most cost-effectively repaired in depot-level facilities inside or outside the Air Force.

3A supply chain links a particular activity, such as DLR support, to all the activities, goods, and services that contribute to the execution of that activity. In effect, it comprises all the processes relevant to cost-effective provision of that activity. It can include logistics and nonlogistics activities, goods, and services inside and outside the Air Force.
ments. It delivers services to each of these customers associated with many different MEIs, from fighters and cruise missiles to ground radars and satellite ground stations. It buys or provides maintenance, supply, transportation, and planning services through multiple major commands (MAJCOMs), to support these MEIs. It does this at many locations in many organizations around the world. It is designed to support peacetime and wartime requirements as they arise.

Although the Air Force often does not understand how changes in one part of its DLR supply chain—say, base maintenance—affect performance elsewhere—say, in wholesale supply—the Air Force must maintain an accountability system good enough to manage the supply chain in uncertain times. It does this by breaking the supply chain into segments and developing well-defined ways to manage each segment. This segmentation makes it hard to develop and sustain a systemwide view of the supply chain. Segments, typically defined by functional (e.g., supply and transportation, maintenance) communities within MAJCOMs, identify their own goals and metrics and manage their performance against these various goals and metrics. For example, the operating commands emphasize weapon system mission capable rates, while the wholesale supply system emphasizes percentage of requests met within a day or the net operating result of the supply management working capital fund. The Air Force currently has no well-defined way to align these goals and metrics to serve the interests of the Air Force as a whole or of its individual customers.

The Air Force uses its PPBS process to define requirements for resources associated with spare parts (for example, maintenance of existing spares, purchases of new spares, and development efforts to improve the reliability of spares), develop funded programs relevant to spare parts, and then develop budgets to tell Congress what appropriations the Air Force needs to realize these programs.

The current Air Force approach to PPBS complicates problems that already exist in the DLR supply chain. It decentralizes decisionmaking on DLR issues that would often benefit from an integrated view. For example, inventory management displays large-scale economies that no single player in the PPBS process can recognize and optimize. These scale economies result from effective management of safety
stock and of shortfalls as they occur, among other steps. Centralized maintenance displays similar scale economies beyond the effective oversight and management of any party to the PPBS process. This is true despite the fact that any one PPBS cycle lasts at least three years and requires extensive interaction to build a budget. The length and complexity of the process make it difficult for the Air Force to shape its programs and budgets to the ever-changing contours of an increasingly uncertain external environment.

Air Force logistics organizations and personnel are not currently well prepared to participate effectively in the Air Force PPBS process. For example, officials responsible for managing logistics policy and resources have only limited training and experience in the PPBS process. Air Force analytic methods also offer only limited help to Air Force planners to deal with these challenges.

The SRRB is the principal improvement that the Air Force is pursuing in treating spares in the PPBS process. The SRRB uses a new, consensus-based process to identify spares requirements that the traditional requirements process has underestimated. Advocates hope that simply identifying requirements more completely will lead to better funding for spares. The observations above suggest that the SRRB will likely fail to provide the positive effects anticipated unless other enabling changes support it. The Spares Campaign, begun in early 2001 under Air Staff leadership to reengineer Air Force supply, takes a broader approach that touches on many issues raised here.

PROPOSED CHANGES IN STRATEGY AND POLICY

The segmentation of the DLR supply chain and the lack of coordination in the PPBS process, then, create systemwide problems in the Air Force. These problems help explain persistent low mission-capable rates. They point to the need for a broad set of changes in how the Air Force programs and budgets for DLR spares. The report identifies seven policy changes relevant to the Air Force PPBS process that, taken together, we think would improve Air Force management of DLR spares:

- Explicitly reframe all logistics issues relevant to DLRs in the PPBS process to represent a realistic level of readiness achievable within designated resource constraints.
• Have logisticians participate more actively in the planning segment of the Air Force PPBS process to promote the approach above and to ensure that logistics is assessed fairly in higher-level PPBS considerations.

• Define an Air Force Planning and Programming Guidance (APPG) process that uses a resource-constrained version of high-level strategic goals to provide effective oversight of MAJCOM program objective memorandum (POM) submissions.

• Define a Headquarters, Air Force (HAF), closed-loop process\textsuperscript{4} that monitors disconnects within the PPBS process itself and between logistics budgets and actual logistics needs relevant to DLRs identified during the year of execution.

• Strengthen the responsibility and authority of the AF/IL to integrate horizontally all logistics requirements associated with DLRs and represent these requirements in the PPBS process.

• Rebuild the human capital capability within the Air Force logistics community to participate effectively in the PPBS process.

• Build and sustain a credible analytic capability to support the efforts above.

The changes proposed in Figure S.1 comprise an integrated package similar in character to the logistics package proposed in the Air Force Spares Campaign. A logistics “proponent” would provide a single point within the Air Force that can integrate input from the many parties relevant to planning, programming, and budgeting to reflect Air Force–wide strategic goals.

The changes begin by seeking a way to think about logistics routinely as a force-multiplier rather than as a bill-payer in the PPBS process. They seek to bring logistics into a top-down Air Force strategic plan-

\textsuperscript{4}A closed-loop system proposes an action, expecting the action to yield a particular result. It then takes the action and monitors the result. If the result is different from what is anticipated, the system assesses the shortfall and proposes a second action likely to achieve the result, takes the second action, and monitors the result. It continues this cycle until it achieves the desired result or determines why the result cannot be achieved.
Train logisticians to use PPBS effectively

Give AF/IL effective authority to integrate all elements of logistics relevant to DLR requirements in the PPBS

Get effective logistician inputs into the PPBS process early

Frame logistics issues in the PPBS in terms of readiness as well as funding levels

Use APPB to link readiness levels to resource levels

Use HAF closed loop to compare outcomes with expectations in PPBS

Enablers

Closed-loop PPBS cycle to link readiness to resources

Build models, scorecards to enhance leadership visibility of links between readiness and resources

Figure S.1—Integrated Package of Proposed Changes

ning process that develops clear guidance on logistics resource decisions to the MAJCOMs. The APPG translates this guidance into specific, resource-constrained terms that the HAF can use to review MAJCOM inputs to the PPBS process and maintain an Air Force-wide view of logistics resource issues that places MAJCOM submissions in perspective as they move through the Corporate Structure. As an integral part of the PPBS process, the HAF monitors a set of closed-loop processes that compare plans with execution and help accelerate the Air Force’s learning about how to adapt logistics resource policy to the dynamic threat and sourcing environments that it faces. AF/IL is the most logical focal point for these changes. The Chief of Staff and Secretary of the Air Force should clearly
endorse AF/IL as the champion for these changes, with the responsibility and authority required to implement them. To take on this responsibility, AF/IL will need logisticians better prepared to work in a PPBS environment and analytic methods, models, and data that link logistics resources as clearly as possible to high-level Air Force system metrics—readiness and total ownership costs. Such analytic methods will allow AF/IL to close the loop by demonstrating in the PPBS process exactly how logistics resources act as force-multipliers.

**COMPLEMENTARY INITIATIVES THAT COULD FACILITATE EFFECTIVE CHANGE**

The Air Force is already considering three basic changes in policy that should make it easier to implement our proposed changes.

The Spares Campaign is considering a way to centralize funding of spares to some degree. Its multipart pricing proposal would shift responsibility for about half the funding of DLR spares in the Air Force from the operating commands to AFMC. The DLR spares are those that benefit most from integrated management. This approach could reduce the problems caused by the current decentralized PPBS process. Properly implemented and integrated, it could enhance the value of the changes proposed above.

The Air Force Resource Allocation Process (AFRAP) could define a new capability construct to frame strategic decisions addressed throughout the Air Force resource-planning process. This construct seeks explicitly to link specific capabilities relevant to the senior leadership of the Air Force to the resources required to produce these capabilities. These resources would include relevant logistics resources. Such an approach could heighten the leadership’s understanding of how logistics resources affect readiness, thereby increasing the priority given to these resources. Such an approach must be implemented carefully to ensure that it reflects the scale economies relevant to logistics resources. Implemented properly, it would complement the changes proposed above.

A balanced scorecard is a proven commercial method used to

- develop a clear consensus among senior leaders about strategic goals and how their organization works,
• develop metrics relevant to these views on goals and organizational behavior that the leadership can monitor on a regular basis, and
• employ these metrics to drive continuous improvement and effective response to surprises in the external environment.

The Air Force Logistics Transformation Team is developing a prototype balanced scorecard for the operation and support of the F-16 fleet. Such a scorecard necessarily captures relationships important to the supply chain for F-16 DLRs. Properly extended and implemented, such a scorecard could complement the changes proposed above.

The more effectively such changes as these are coordinated with the changes proposed above, the more value all of these changes, taken together, can bring the Air Force.

GENERAL ORGANIZATIONAL BARRIERS TO EFFECTIVE CHANGE

Fundamental elements of the Air Force culture will complicate any effort to make the changes we suggest and could easily defeat these changes unless the Air Force confronts these cultural issues directly. How the Air Force treats logistics resources in its PPBS process today is not an accident. It reflects deep-rooted traditions that color the Air Force’s treatment of many issues, not just those addressed here. The Air Force tends not to follow up policy changes to verify that they have proceeded as planned. The Air Force prefers to organize itself around functions, such as supply and maintenance, and MAJCOMs, not integrated processes, such as supply chains. Although the Air Force has initiated many changes over the past 15 years, it has not made systematic and continuing change an integral part of how it manages its decisionmaking. Each policy or process change occurs in an isolated manner, not as part of a long-term, integrated strategy. The leadership of the Air Force has traditionally focused more on issues of modernization than on those of support.

The changes proposed here challenge many of these traditions fairly directly. The changes proposed here must occur within the bounds of the existing Department of Defense (DoD) PPBS process, which, as
flexible as it is, imposes significant requirements that absorb significant Air Force resources and management focus, simply to comply with the procedural requirements.

So the changes proposed here face significant barriers. In all likelihood, these barriers will slow the rate at which effective changes can occur. The kinds of changes proposed here will probably take time for the Air Force leadership to implement. In all likelihood, the Air Force leadership will need to see evidence that changes of this kind are worthwhile. Those promoting such change should be prepared to implement the changes incrementally to allow them to demonstrate improvement over time. Each improvement needs to build on the prior case for change, thereby implementing a series of interrelated, incremental changes over a period of several years. This type of change management is difficult because it typically requires a stable, long-term leadership team to maintain, over the long term, a strategic perspective of how the pieces are interrelated and build on one another. The Air Force leadership changes approximately every two years with the Air Force Chief of Staff changing every four years. The changes proposed here could easily take longer than Air Force senior leaders stay in particular positions.

The proposed general approach to resource management emphasizes the importance of using a monitoring cycle that is empirically well informed to proceed systematically against realistic, clearly stated goals. So it is natural to understand that this report would recommend a similarly realistic, systematic approach to change itself.
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Chapter One
INTRODUCTION

POLICY CONTEXT

Multiple reviews, over the past several years, agree that the logistics system that the Air Force uses to support its weapon systems does not work well in its current environment.\(^1\) It needs to change to meet the needs of a force and processes different from those in place when the system was devised. Different reviews emphasize different sources of problems, but taken together, these reviews point to two kinds of problems:

- Given the resources it is willing to commit to logistics activities and how its logistics system actually performs, the Air Force tries to do more with its operational weapon systems than its logistics support budgets allow. Various observers argue the following:
  - Planned improvements are often programmed and budgeted before they are realized on the assumption that they can and will be realized. But improvements are typically smaller than expected.
  - Central planners often believe that depot-level logistics budgets can safely be cut because the depot-level logistics system has not downsized as fast as the rest of the Air Force,

---

\(^1\)See, for example, Air Force Materiel Command Reparable Spares Management Board (Frank Camm, chair), Final Report, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, March 1998. The following General Accounting Office reports offer a variety of corroborating empirical evidence on the recent state of the Air Force depot management system: Air Force Supply Management (U.S. GAO, 1998); Air Force Supply (U.S. GAO, 1999a); Air Force Depot Maintenance (U.S. GAO, 1999b); Air Force Depot Maintenance (U.S. GAO, 2000).
suggesting that slack remains. In fact, further downsizing will cut performance unless significant process changes occur.

— Central planners often believe that cuts must lead improvements to motivate significant process change. Only pain will force the logistics system to learn and improve. Whether this is true or not, cuts without process change hurt performance. Process change in the Air Force has not caught up with the cuts.

— Recent budgetary increases for logistics activities, motivated by persistently poor performance, have not yet compensated for many years of underfunding. This is true in part because the Air Force has systematically underestimated its requirements for spare parts over time and in part because added funding for spare parts has done more to reduce the need for compensatory actions in base maintenance than to improve Air Force performance.

• Given the resources it is willing to commit to logistics activities, the Air Force could *improve its logistics system performance* if

— Each depot-level reparable (DLR) supply chain were optimized to serve the goals of the Air Force as a whole and not its constituent parts.\(^2\)

— Logistics managers were better trained and sustained throughout their careers.

— Data in official logistics data systems were more accurate and available on a more timely basis to all those who need them.

— The DLR supply chain made better use of best practices by turning to the best sources of each logistics good or service required or emulating those sources.

---

\(^2\)This report uses the term "supply chain" in the normal commercial sense. In particular, it covers more than only "supply-oriented" activities. A supply chain links a particular activity, such as DLR support, to all the activities, goods, and services that contribute to the execution of that activity. In effect, it comprises all the processes relevant to cost-effective provision of that activity. It can include logistics and nonlogistics activities, goods, and services inside and outside the Air Force.
— Individual problems were identified and resolved earlier, before they cascade into broader problems elsewhere in the supply chain.

— Individual problems were traced to root causes, which were then addressed broadly to prevent similar problems in the future.

The Air Force would likely benefit from efforts to resolve each of these problems, and efforts are under way to address several of them, particularly in the Chief’s Logistics Review, Logistics Transformation Program, Air Force Materiel Command (AFMC) Constraints Assessment Program, the Spares Requirements Review Board (SRRB), the Spares Campaign, and the Depot Maintenance Review Team (DMRT).³

At the beginning of FY 2001, the Air Force Director of Supply, AF/ILS, asked RAND’s Project AIR FORCE (PAF) to address the first problem above by looking for ways to improve how the Air Force logistics community participates in the Air Force Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS) process. As the Air Force Spares Campaign got under way in early 2001, under AF/ILS’s leadership, AF/ILS also asked PAF, where possible, to link its ongoing analysis of the PPBS process to the Air Force’s needs in the Spares Campaign. This report documents PAF’s findings on the PPBS process.

Programming and budgeting⁴ for Air Force DLR spare parts changed in two fundamental ways in the early 1990s.

First, in response to Defense Management Reform Decision (DMRD) 904 (U.S. DoD, 1989),⁵ the Air Force changed the administration of its

³The report provides some detail on several of these initiatives below.
⁴Programming and budgeting are two critical steps of the PPBS, the system that the Department of Defense (DoD) uses to develop programs and budgets for any future year of execution and for the years that follow as part of the Future Years Defense Program (FYDP).
⁵DMRD 904 attempted to introduce internal transfer prices to encourage cost awareness, reduce asset loss in the field, and encourage use of then-underutilized base maintenance manpower during peacetime. These new prices necessitated the creation of new working capital funds (WCFs). Many commentators in the Air Force speak of the activities associated with these new prices in AFMC as “WCF activities” and blame the WCF for problems that have resulted from DMRD 904. The funds and
funding for DLR repairs and hence the responsibility for preparing the program objective memorandum (POM) each year for this funding. Rather than giving AFMC funds to repair DLRs and having AFMC issue repaired DLRs for free to operating commands that requisition them, as in the past, the Air Force now gives the operating commands funds to, in effect, buy repaired DLRs from AFMC. Over the course of the next decade, this change in funding will move more and more responsibility for identifying and justifying the requirement for DLRs in the PPBS process from AFMC to the operating commands.

Second, in response to the Goldwater-Nichols Act of 1986, the Air Force reformed its PPBS process. The Air Force civilian and military leadership determined that it needed a highly decentralized process that empowered the individual major commands (MAJCOMs) to identify their requirements and then to argue for appropriate shares of resources. It pared the size and responsibility of Headquarters, Air Force (HAF), for building and managing Air Force resources. An initial reorganization in 1991 divested the Program and Evaluation Directorate (AF/PE) of many of its responsibilities in the PPBS process as the Air Force delegated most of its programming activities to the MAJCOMs. The Chief of Staff of the Air Force and the Secretary of the Air Force began to function as both the integrators of and the decisionmakers for Air Force resources. The operational MAJCOMs became the spokespersons for the operational Air Force’s requirements and argued their resource needs before the leadership.

Since the 1991 reorganization, the leadership has taken several steps to develop a stronger integration function at the HAF to achieve a more balanced and executable program. In 1995, for example, the Chief of Staff reestablished the Corporate Structure; in 1996, he merged planning and programming in an attempt to restart strategic
planning in the Air Force and to provide some centralized HAF ability to identify and adjudicate total Air Force resources. Because of continuous, congressionally directed staff downsizings, tightening of resources, and changes in the strategic environment, however, these initiatives have had only limited success.

Taken together, these two apparently unrelated changes altered how the PPBS process treated DLRs—from being a highly centralized process, dominated by AFMC, to a highly decentralized process, dominated by individual operating commands that cannot individually understand, much less realize, key scale economies associated with the management of DLRs. Scale economies exist whenever the unit cost of performing an activity falls as the scale of the activity increases. Scale economies exist for the management of DLRs for several closely related reasons:

- Central, depot-level repair of DLRs creates significant scale economies. The pipelines associated with depot-level repair—the inventories of DLRs that the Air Force must maintain simply to cover the fleet while reparable are in repair—also display scale economies.

- The safety stock for DLRs, their subindentured components, and other spares, which the Air Force maintains to compensate for uncertainties about demand rates at the flight line, shipment and processing times, and so on, creates significant scale economies.

- Total asset visibility, combined with central management of repair and distribution of DLRs, their subindentured components, and other spares to reflect priorities at the flight line, can create significant additional scale economies.

- Centrally managing DLRs and other spares needed in readiness spares packages (RSPs) can add still more scale economies, particularly with an Expeditionary Air Force (EAF) concept that continually rotates responsibility for the next deployment.7
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7RSPs contain spares that the Air Force needs to support deployment but not normal peacetime operations. The new Air Force EAF concept makes most deployable Air Force assets available for deployment for a three-month period during each 15-month cycle.
It is much easier to identify and realize such scale economies in a centralized system than in a decentralized planning and programming environment. Quite unintentionally, the unrelated decisions to give operating commands responsibility for preparing POMs for DLRs and then to reduce the HAF’s ability to integrate POM submissions from the operating commands have disrupted the Air Force’s ability to identify the scale economies relevant to DLRs and hence to fully fund its ongoing requirement for the repair and replacement of DLRs.

A number of related initiatives to improve the performance of the Air Force logistics system as a whole offer an opportunity to revisit these decisions and correct their unintended consequences. The Logistics Transformation Program, begun in 1999, is developing a set of pilot initiatives that could give the Air Force new capabilities relevant to these decisions. The Spares Campaign, begun in early 2001, is promoting a perspective that aligns all activities in the supply chain. Full alignment will require the ability to view DLRs in a more systematic, unified way, and the Spares Campaign offers several alternatives. The Depot Maintenance Review Team, begun in the summer of 2001, is examining depot maintenance in much the same way that the Spares Campaign is examining the supply chain.

These ongoing efforts create an unusual opportunity for basic change. This report suggests a number of ways to take advantage of that opportunity to revisit how the Air Force PPBS process treats DLRs. It offers a number of suggestions that, taken together, could significantly improve the Air Force’s ability to fund its true requirement for DLRs.

BACKGROUND ON AIR FORCE LOGISTICS AND PPBS PROCESSES

This report assumes a basic, high-level understanding of the Air Force logistics and PPBS processes. This section provides a primer for readers unfamiliar with either of these processes. Following sections build on this information, as needed, to discuss particular issues in greater depth.
Logistics

Broadly speaking, Air Force logistics activities provide physical support for major end items (MEIs). These activities occur in three fundamentally different settings inside the Air Force (see Figure 1.1). First, the “operational” MAJCOMs provide support for MEIs used for unit training during peacetime and in contingencies as needed. The operational MAJCOMs include Air Combat Command (ACC), Air Mobility Command (AMC), Air Education and Training Command (AETC), Air Force Space Command (AFSPC), Pacific Air Forces (PACAF), U.S. Air Forces in Europe (USAFE), and Air Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC). Second, AFMC is a MAJCOM that handles design, procurement, and depot-level management and maintenance of parts and systems relevant to the MEIs employed by the operational commands. Third, the HAF designs and maintains policy relevant to the first two logistics settings and their coordination. It also coordinates the Air Force PPBS process and the way the Air Force addresses logistics issues in that process.

The Air Force logistics system addresses maintenance, supply, transportation, and planning services relevant to the physical support of
MEIs in each of the three settings described above. These services consist of the principal “functional” activities associated with Air Force logistics. Broadly speaking, the maintenance function repairs and overhauls reparable parts in organically owned depots in AFMC and at repair facilities in each of the operational commands. Supply determines the requirements for DLR inventories, tracks where those parts are at any time, sets priorities for repair, and distributes serviceable DLRs to the highest-value locations. Transportation manages the details of moving parts from one place to another, including actual provision of transport services when contract transportation is inappropriate. Planning designs and maintains the operational architectures relevant to these other functions and their coordination.

A number of other Air Force functions support the logistics system in the operating commands, AFMC, and the HAF and across all the logistics functions. Broadly speaking, the financial management function manages the details of creating and maintaining internal transfer prices between functions and between MAJCOMs and associated working capital funds. It maintains data on operational metrics on logistics system cost and performance. The information services function provides hardware and software relevant to the maintenance and movement of logistics system information. The contracting function designs and oversees source selections and contracts associated with external sources of goods and services that the Air Force logistics community uses. The manpower function maintains data on the structure of the force and acts as a neutral broker in the competition among functions and MAJCOMs for internal and external labor resources.

The Air Force logistics system relies heavily on external sources for a variety of goods and services. Broadly speaking, the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) buys most consumable spare parts for the Air Force (and the rest of the DoD) and sells them to AFMC. It also manages the central wholesale warehouses where Air Force spare parts are stored when not in repair or awaiting use on MEIs in the operating commands. The Defense Finance and Accounting Service (DFAS) designs and maintains the accounts that the Air Force uses to support its financial management function and disburses funds to contractors and personnel who work for Air Force logistics activities. Private companies and other parts of the government provide a wide
variety of maintenance, supply, transportation, and planning services through formal contracts and memoranda of agreement.

All these activities are relevant to the supply chains that the Air Force relies on to provide physical support to its MEIs. In this report, we are particularly interested in the supply chains to provide all the goods and services relevant to DLRs used in MEIs. Chapter Two explains in more detail how we think about these supply chains. For simplicity in this report, we will speak of a single “DLR supply chain” that comprises all activities, inside and outside the Air Force, relevant to all the DLRs used in the MEIs that the Air Force supports. In practice, it is typically useful to refine this notion into specific supply chains relevant to specific families of DLRs or even individual DLRs. For the purposes of this report, we do not need to pursue such a refinement.

Three kinds of spare parts are relevant to Air Force logistics: by definition, it is cost-effective to repair reparable; it is cost-effective to repair DLRs at organic or contract depot facilities; and it is not cost-effective to repair consumables—when they fail, the Air Force throws them out and replaces them with new items. The Air Force uses two maintenance concepts to manage reparable parts. The “two-level” concept removes items from an MEI at the “organizational level” and repairs them only in a depot-level shop at the “depot level.” The “three-level” concept removes items from an MEI and repairs them at an “intermediate-level” shop at the base. This intermediate shop may then remove subassemblies that can be repaired at a depot-level shop. These distinctions help illustrate the nature of the relationships that exist between bases in operational commands, the depot facilities in AFMC, and elsewhere.

PPBS

The Air Force PPBS process is one element in the larger DoD PPBS process. The Air Force PPBS in effect manages the submission of Air Force inputs to the DoD process. A PPBS cycle is effectively a series of carefully structured interactions that occur between the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), the HAF, and the headquarters of the MAJCOMs over about a three-year period, using a fairly fixed set of
scheduled milestones, preceding any year of execution. These levels of command in DoD recursively exchange information to develop various kinds of guidance, plans, programs, internal transfer prices, and cost factors and finally a budget, which the President can submit to Congress. Congress routinely adjusts this budget in its authorization and appropriation acts for the year of execution. The Air Force and the rest of DoD then execute the budget passed by Congress.

The process is designed around a cycle that is supposed to be completed once every two years. In practice, the cycle is annual. The cycle converts a broadly stated plan into a specific program that extends over the course of the FYDP—two years in the current biennial budget plus five out-years. The cycle then converts this program into a budget stated in appropriation categories relevant to Congress. In alternate years, the cycle either (1) creates a two-year budget or (2) updates the two-year budget created in the previous year. In practice, the updates are so extensive that the process effectively generates a new one-year budget every year.

One cycle takes a long time to complete:

- OSD develops specific defense planning guidance from long-term defense plans during the first calendar year of the cycle.
- By the late fall of that year, the HAF, drawing on inputs from all parts of the Air Force, uses this planning guidance as a basis for its Air Force Planning and Programming Guidance (APPG), which tells the MAJCOMs how they should develop their inputs to the process that develops the Air Force POM.
- By early winter of the second year, OSD typically provides Defense Fiscal Guidance, which further defines the fiscal constraints to be used in developing the POM.
- The MAJCOMs bring their POM inputs to the HAF in late winter. The HAF uses a set of panels to review these inputs. Most inputs relevant to DLR spares come to the Agile Combat Support Panel. Because ACC has primary responsibility for agile combat support in the Air Force, it frames the review process in this panel from
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8For a useful description, see U.S. Air Force (2000a) for a list of references that provide details on each part of the process.
an operator’s perspective. Inputs relevant to DLR spares could in principle also flow to the Logistics Panel, where logisticians dominate; in practice, this has not occurred recently. These and a set of other panels, each oriented to a key mission in the Air Force, scrub inputs and begin a hierarchical review process in the Air Force Corporate Structure that resolves increasingly difficult issues at higher and higher levels.

- This process yields a fully coordinated Air Force POM by late spring of year two in the cycle. The Air Force sends this POM to OSD, which reviews it and asks for clarifications on specific issues. The Air Force fields these requests.

- In the meantime, the Air Force refines its POM into a budget document and adjusts this document as needed in response to continuing guidance from OSD. This budgeting phase provides opportunities to update pricing factors relevant to budgets, to revisit earlier programming decisions and update them in response to external changes, and to negotiate with OSD. These activities again yield inputs from the MAJCOMs. The panels in the HAF review the inputs and bring them into the Corporate Structure. The Corporate Structure once again resolves problems hierarchically, yielding a fully coordinated Air Force Budget Estimate Submission (BES) by late summer in year two.

- OSD reviews the BES and raises issues for the Air Force to address. Negotiation continues until OSD has completed a final budget, which it submits for final presidential approval in late fall. In January of year three, the White House sends the approved presidential budget for the Air Force and the rest of DoD to Congress.

- A variety of congressional committees review this budget, typically with accompanying hearings. The Air Force participates in this review process, continuing to respond to congressional queries.

- Usually, by early fall of year three, Congress approves a defense budget, allowing the Air Force to begin executing the program it has developed during this cycle. Execution continues through the “year of execution,” which extends from October of calendar year three through September of calendar year four in the cycle.
The summer of year four typically brings a reassessment of the monies that the Air Force and the rest of DoD need to execute their programs successfully. In recent years, they have required supplemental funding from Congress to complete the year of execution. This funding represents an additional infusion of money that supplements the funds included in the defense budget approved at the end of calendar year three.

In this process, OSD gives the HAF guidance, the HAF gives the MAJCOMs guidance, the MAJCOMs develop the details of programs and budgets, the HAF resolves conflicts in the inputs from the MAJCOMs and submits the final result to OSD, OSD reviews this input and works with the Air Force to refine it and ultimately submits a proposal to Congress, and Congress uses this proposal as a starting point for its final budget.

Three facets of this process inside the Air Force are particularly important to the management of DLRs:

- The operational commands develop both the aggregate levels of and details about the programs and budgets that pay for the DLRs and DLR services that the Air Force will acquire or produce during the year of execution. AFMC will acquire and produce most of these DLRs and DLR services for the Air Force.

- As part of a logistics planning activity that operates in the background, behind the PPBS planning process, all the MAJCOMs participate in the Air Force Cost Analysis Improvement Group (AFCAIG) process (named for the Air Force organization that coordinates the process). This process seeks to define the Air Force–wide “fully funded requirement” for DLRs (and some other important expenditures) during the year of execution. This process is entirely advisory and can influence actual funding proposals for DLRs, made in the operational commands, only by providing informational input. The “fully funded requirement” does not address what DLRs will cost the Air Force as a whole during the year of execution, but rather what the operating commands will pay AFMC to get these DLRs during the year of execution.

- During the Air Force POM submission, AFMC has no direct influence on the actual levels included for the DLRs and DLR services
it will acquire or provide in the year of execution. It can influence the proposed submission primarily through its participation on the Agile Combat Panel in the HAF review process.

- Once the total Air Force program is stated, AFMC can significantly affect the budget that the Air Force associates with that program when it updates the prices for DLR-related activities that the Air Force will use to develop the BES.

This is roughly how the current PPBS process works in the Air Force. It has changed each year in recent years and is likely to change in the future. One advantage of the PPBS process is that the Air Force has a great deal of flexibility to adjust how it responds to the guidance and deadlines it receives from OSD.

That said, when a cycle that lasts almost four years begins anew every year, at any point, four overlapping cycles are in play simultaneously. The Air Force must ensure that these overlapping cycles remain in sync with the others as each of them adjusts to ensure that future funding for DLR spares meets the Air Force’s future needs.

THE SCOPE OF THIS REPORT

This report emphasizes the processes that the Air Force uses to define its program and budget for the acquisition and provision of goods and services relevant to the provision of DLRs and DLR maintenance during the year of execution. Relevant goods and services can include anything that contributes to successful provision of DLRs to end-users in the operating commands. With that in mind, we speak of a supply chain for DLRs that starts with the customers of the operating commands and walks back through each of the activities that support the use of DLRs in this process. So, although we focus on DLR spare parts, we are interested in all the maintenance, supply, transportation, and planning activities in the Air Force logistics system, as well as the other Air Force functional processes and external sources of goods and services that play a role in supporting these DLR spare parts.

Viewed this way, our definition of a DLR supply chain includes more than just the Air Force logistics system because it includes nonlogistics functions inside the Air Force and many activities outside the Air
Force. It does not include all of Air Force logistics because not all Air Force logistics support DLRs. Similarly, this definition is not constrained to spare parts that are DLRs. It includes consumable items and reparables that are important to the support of DLRs. It does not, however, include all spares, because not all spare parts support DLRs.

The report discusses a number of Air Force initiatives that have a very different focus. The Spares Campaign and Spares Requirements Review Board, discussed in detail Chapter Two, for example, consider all spare parts but do not consider all parts of the Air Force logistics system relevant to DLRs or large portions of nonlogistics functions inside and outside the Air Force. When these initiatives refer to a supply chain, they typically envision a set of processes traditionally aligned with the Air Force supply function.

So the definitions of terms like “spares” and “supply chain” can vary in the discussion below. We have attempted to be as clear as possible in particular contexts about the meanings we intend.

**CONTENTS OF THE REPORT**

This report proceeds in four steps:

- It starts by explaining how the Air Force’s treatment of DLRs in its PPBS process today aggravates problems that degrade Air Force–wide performance and increase costs.
- It identifies seven policy changes relevant to the Air Force PPBS process that, taken together, we think would improve Air Force management of DLR spares.
- It identifies three basic changes in policy, which the Air Force is already considering, that should ease implementation of our proposed changes.
- It identifies fundamental elements of the Air Force culture that will complicate any effort to make the changes we suggest and that could easily defeat these changes unless the Air Force confronts these cultural issues directly.
Chapter Two explains how the treatment of DLRs in its PPBS process today aggravates problems that degrade Air Force–wide performance and increase costs. It briefly explains how the Air Force has broken down its complex DLR supply chain into manageable segments and found effective ways to manage each segment. This segmentation limits the Air Force’s ability to integrate the supply chain into a coherent whole, particularly in the current uncertain environment. The problems created by a decentralized PPBS process, described above, are one manifestation of this broader segmentation of the supply chain. The primary innovation under way to overcome segmentation of the Air Force PPBS process to define spares requirements, the SRRB, will address only some of the problems that prevent effective integration of the PPBS process.

Chapter Three identifies the seven policy changes relevant to the Air Force PPBS process that would improve Air Force management of DLR spares. That chapter explains that the Air Force should:

- Explicitly reframe all logistics issues relevant to DLRs in the PPBS process to represent a realistic level of readiness (e.g., sorties available or mission capability) achievable within designated logistics resource constraints.
- Have logisticians participate more actively in the planning segment of the Air Force PPBS process to promote the approach above and ensure that logistics is fairly assessed in higher-level PPBS considerations.
- Define an APPG process that uses a resource-constrained version of high-level strategic goals to provide effective oversight of MAJCOM POM submissions.
- Define a HAF closed-loop process that monitors disconnects within the PPBS process itself and between logistics budgets and actual logistics needs relevant to DLRs identified during the year of execution.
- Strengthen the responsibility and authority of the Deputy Chief of Staff of Installations and Logistics (AF/IL) to integrate, horizontally, the totality of logistics requirements associated with DLRs and represent these requirements in the PPBS process.
• Rebuild a human capital capability within the Air Force logistics community to participate effectively in the PPBS process.
• Build and sustain an analytic capability to support the efforts above.

We offer this package as an integral package. Each change increases the likelihood that other parts of the package will succeed.

Chapter Four identifies three basic changes in policy, which the Air Force is already considering, that should make it easier to implement the changes proposed in Chapter Three. First, multipart pricing of DLRs, part of the ongoing Spares Campaign, could promote integration by helping centralize the funding of spares. Second, a version of the Air Force Resource Allocation Process (AFRAP) now under development, with a capability defined to reflect sustainability of existing MEIs directly, could simplify effective inclusion of sustainment resource issues in the PPBS trade-space. Third, the balanced scorecard, under development in the Logistics Transformation Program, provides another way to link readiness-related outcomes to logistics resources. Ongoing Air Force efforts could yield a scorecard that substitutes for or complements available analytic models and databases.

Chapter Five identifies fundamental elements of the Air Force culture that will complicate any effort to make the changes we suggest and that could easily defeat these changes unless the Air Force confronts these cultural issues directly. Today, the Air Force does not sustain its strong organizational traditions of balancing resources and readiness realistically and “closing the loop” on plans to verify the balance; viewing the DLR supply chain as an integrated process and assigning effective, clear responsibility and accountability for and authority over the total supply chain to ensure its integration; or managing organizational transformation aggressively. Historically, the senior leadership of the Air Force has favored modernization and operational performance relative to other goals, including effective sustainment of existing MEIs. In the 1970s and 1980s, the Air Force effectively managed this shortcoming by determining its resources through capability packages, in which sustainment issues were integrated into Program Decision Packages (PDEPs). This mechanism enabled the leadership to understand how sustainment resources
directly affected operational readiness. The Air Force reorganization in the 1990s resulted in abandonment of the PDEP structure in favor of a more decentralized resource management scheme, resulting in a breaking of the tenuous linkage between operational performance and sustainment. Currently, the highly decentralized structure of the Air Force’s PPBS process limits the Air Force in addressing service-wide sustainment resource management issues effectively because each MAJCOM is responsible for ensuring that sustainment issues are sufficiently addressed in its respective program. None of the changes discussed in Chapter Three is likely to succeed unless the Air Force finds explicit ways to address these broader resource management issues.

Chapter Six concludes the report with a brief summary.
In today’s Air Force PPBS process, it is hard to assess high-level trade-offs among AFMC logistics resources, which support the operating commands, and other Air Force resources. This chapter identifies factors that contribute to this difficulty. Any policy recommendations seeking to improve the treatment of AFMC logistics resource issues in the PPBS must address these factors.

The chapter examines each of the following topics in turn:

- A brief overview of integrated supply chain management sets the stage for a discussion of DLR supply chain management in the Air Force.
- It examines the complexity of the Air Force supply chain relevant to DLRs.
- Even though the Air Force does not understand exactly how changes in one part of its DLR supply chain affect performance elsewhere, it must maintain an accountability system good enough to manage the supply chain in uncertain times. It does this by breaking the supply chain into segments and developing well-defined ways to manage each segment. The chapter explains how this occurs.
- This segmentation makes it hard to develop and sustain a systemwide view of the DLR supply chain. The chapter explains why.
- The chapter examines how the current Air Force approach to PPBS complicates these problems.
The chapter explains why Air Force logistics organizations and personnel are not currently well prepared to participate effectively in the Air Force PPBS process.

These observations suggest that the principal improvement that the Air Force is pursuing in how it treats DLRs in the PPBS process, the SRRB, will probably not have the positive effects anticipated unless other enabling changes support it. The chapter briefly reviews the SRRB and explains why.

These observations are much more in tune with those of the ongoing Air Force Spares Campaign. The chapter summarizes the relevant findings of the Spares Campaign and relates these to the approach developed here.

INTEGRATED SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

A supply chain is a network of production processes that work together to create the products demanded by its ultimate customers. To understand a supply chain, one needs to know who these customers are and what they demand from the supply chain. What processes produce what they want? What processes support these processes?

For example, if the customers want available aircraft, one process at the base flight line removes and replaces bad parts. Another at the base repairs three-level items. Another provides parts to the base flight line and repair shops. Others repair parts and overhaul aircraft and engines at organic and contract maintenance facilities. Other processes provide parts to these facilities. Other processes move all these parts from place to place.

A bit in the background, still other processes support all of these processes by maintaining facilities, utilities, and equipment for these activities and acquiring, training, and maintaining the people who work at the facilities. Others generate, store, and move information. Other processes decide which parts to move where and which parts
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1 Many excellent references are available on supply chain integration. For more details, for example, see Kuglin (1998). For useful insight into the integration of the AFMC DLR supply chain, see KPMG Consulting (2000).
to repair. Still others move financial assets from place to place and keep records on their status.

All of these activities are part of the supply chain relevant to the ultimate customers at the flight line.

Supply chain integration seeks to coordinate all these processes as seamlessly as possible so that they jointly pursue a common purpose. Together, they either minimize the total ownership cost of achieving given levels of flying hours, safety, and flexibility at the flight line or maximize the levels of flying hours, safety, and flexibility achievable from the standing network of processes and the resources they consume.

How does this happen?

- All of the key players in the supply chain view themselves as part of an integrated system with common goals.
- The key players organize themselves around the needs of the ultimate customers. These needs define the common goals of the supply chain.
- Key players in each segment of the supply chain are responsible and accountable for performance against metrics linked to the common goals of the supply chain as a whole.
- Players in each segment of the supply chain are rewarded when their behavior enhances the performance of the supply chain as a whole and penalized when it does not.
- Key players in these segments share information and experience to improve their performance over time.
- Someone is responsible and accountable for ensuring that all the aforementioned actions occur.

All elements of the supply chain need not be in one organization or report to a single authority to achieve the goals above. Quite the contrary. Successful supply chains act as networks whose parts work together over time to improve their joint performance and share the gains from such improvements. Different parts effectively “co-evolve” over time, each affecting how the other changes. But one of
the co-evolving parts must take responsibility for keeping score and tracking the degree of success in moving toward greater integration.

Sweetness and light typically do not prevail in these networks. They are full of hard bargaining and tough demands. In the end, however, they succeed only if the players in the network maintain mutual respect for and trust in one another. Supply chains succeed only if they understand themselves as fostering positive-sum games in which everyone can win over time. Finger-pointing is futile; mutual problem-solving prevails.

Building and sustaining an integrated supply chain is hard to do and harder still, the more complex the supply chain becomes. Integration is not a one-time event. It grows as individual parts of the supply chain find ways to bind themselves to common goals. It typically starts small. Demonstrated success encourages ever more ambitious integration among more players. Integration grows continuously, so long as the players continue to find more ways to build mutual gains together. No one has found a logical end to this process, the point where no further integration is worth considering.

A COMPLEX DLR SUPPLY CHAIN

The simplified process map in Figure 2.1 conveys a sense of how complex the Air Force supply chain relevant to DLRs is. The Air Force DLR supply chain primarily delivers services to its own wings, which in turn can deliver services to combatant commanders and other high-level commanders as needed. It also provides support services to other U.S. armed forces, who in turn serve higher-level commanders, and to foreign customers. The DLR supply chain relies on base-level, regional, and wholesale-level supply organizations and on base-level, depot-level, and contract sources of maintenance. These activities in turn rely on contractor parts providers, Air Force transportation and planning services (not shown, because they are pervasive), and a variety of defense agencies.

We could explode each of the simple nodes and arcs in Figure 2.1 to reveal far more complex relationships. Doing so would show that many different Air Force functional communities interact in each of
these nodes and often in the arcs as well. It would also show that different MAJCOMs are responsible for individual parts of this supply chain and, in the end, for finding ways to work together to keep all the parts synchronized.

A truly integrated supply chain would manage all of these elements to serve a common purpose—giving the Air Force DLR supply chain’s customers the best support available from existing resources. Such integration requires that the Air Force have a coherent and
internally consistent way to define priorities among different customers and have a clear way to link the value added by each element of the supply chain to the values of these customers.²

No one in the Air Force has this clear an understanding of how all the parts of the DLR supply chain fit together. Individuals understand each part of the system quite well. No one, however, understands the whole supply chain well enough to optimize it, no one has the effective authority to optimize it, and no one is held accountable to optimize it.

This is particularly important when considering two kinds of scale economies inherent in this kind of supply chain. The Air Force can realize these scale economies only by coordinating the players in the supply chain who must act together to create those economies.

First, key assets in the supply chain in effect provide common capabilities that are greater if players work together than if they work in isolation. For example, large portions of the DLR spares inventory serve all players in the Air Force that rely on these spare parts. Filling the pipeline for an F-16 part benefits not only ACC, but also PACAF, USAFE, and all other parts of the Air Force using this part. Providing safety stock has exactly the same effect. So does filling RSPs when squadrons deployed by any of several players might use them in the future. Similarly, many maintenance test stands can create large-scale economies that allow higher levels of production if they are collocated than if each stands alone. Operators who rely on these stands can realize these scale economies only if they work together to collocate the test stands and use them jointly.

Second, central management of key assets can ensure that they address the most important problems of operators when the assets are in short supply. A given inventory of parts allows higher military capability if it is managed together than if it is split up because, when

²Consider the challenge of defining and serving the priorities for two sets of Air Force customers—those flying in the continental United States (CONUS) and those deployed. Priorities would presumably seek to achieve different mission capable rates in these different locations. Today, the Air Force cannot even do this in an internally consistent way for one Mission Design Series (MDS), much less across all MDSs. Creating and serving priorities for foreign military sales and other parts of DoD present even more challenges.
managed centrally, the system can send parts to the places they are needed most throughout the Air Force, not just where they are needed in one portion of the Air Force. Similarly, a repair facility can add more value when information from the whole Air Force drives what parts to induct than when information from only a portion of the Air Force drives this decision. The Air Force can exploit such priorities centrally, of course, only if it can set clear priorities among different customers for the constrained support assets in question.

Important diseconomies of scale are present as well, of course, and they must be balanced against these types of scale economies. The larger an organization gets, the harder it is to manage to a central set of goals. Breaking up an organization can allow each part to run more effectively, even if some poor coordination between parts occurs. The improvement within parts makes up for any diseconomies resulting from poor coordination. In general, though, a falling cost of information and increasingly capable information systems make it easier and easier to coordinate large activities, favoring increased centralization of information about DLRs and of the exploitation of this information.

The Air Force’s inability to explain, to itself and others, how all the segments of its DLR supply chain fit together presents two important kinds of difficulties.

When addressing itself, the Air Force has no common set of metrics it can apply to weigh investments in one segment of the supply chain against another, much less against an investment elsewhere in the Air Force. Therefore, it has difficulty articulating the value of investments in its DLR supply chain, even within its own house.

When addressing others, the Air Force cannot explain important facts that outsiders can easily observe. For example, while the Air Force was complaining that it was short of DLRs in the air war over Serbia, the Air Force performed reliably, with high aircraft availability rates. How could it perform so well if the contentions about DLR shortages were true? The Air Force could not explain effectively that compensatory actions made up for the claimed shortages and that these compensatory actions probably could not have been sustained in a larger or longer conflict. The Air Force is still dealing with negative effects that working its maintenance troops hard had on reten-
tion and training activities, but it has difficulty clarifying the magnitude of these negative effects and their root causes in DLR shortages. Similarly, when Congress provides supplemental funds for DLRs, it has difficulty understanding why these funds do not appear to improve readiness much. They do take pressure off personnel in military maintenance activities and give the Air Force breathing room to rebuild its human maintenance capital. But Congress cannot see how such improvements relate to funds for DLRs.

SEGMENTING THE DLR SUPPLY CHAIN TO SUSTAIN ACCOUNTABILITY

Personnel in the Air Force know a great deal more about what happens within each segment of the DLR supply chain that they control than about how these segments work together. Supply personnel in ACC have a common understanding of their mission and use common language, goals, metrics, and data systems to pursue their mission. Maintenance personnel in AFMC have a common understanding of their mission and use common language, goals, metrics, and data systems to pursue their mission. So do inventory management personnel in AFMC. The same could be said of each functional community in each MAJCOM associated with the supply chain, from the traditional logistics functions of maintenance, supply, transportation, and planning to the financial management, manpower, personnel, contracting, and other functional communities that support them.

Each of these communities understands its situation well enough to sign up to specified performance targets and take responsibility for meeting these targets, so long as each community controls the factors relevant to the performance in question. Supply activities focus on targets relevant to the inventories they control directly; base maintenance focuses on activities that it controls, such as cannibalization rates; and so on. Each has a pretty good idea of which

3 "Cannibalization" occurs when a base maintenance shop takes a part it needs for a particular repair off an MEI that it supports rather than getting the part from the supply system. This occurs only when the supply system cannot provide a part quickly, and waiting for a part would reduce the overall performance level of the activity that the maintenance shop supports. The base maintenance shop directly controls how much of this occurs.
resources are required, with current process arrangements, to meet any set of targets, again so long as they control all factors relevant to that performance. None of them is comfortable performing against a target, such as number of sorties available, more relevant to their immediate customer than to themselves. This is true, in part, because they control only some of the factors relevant to this performance and, in part, because they do not really understand the factors outside their own community relevant to such performance targets.

Under these circumstances, the Air Force has sought performance targets for each segment that meet these criteria. Depot-level maintenance personnel, for example, pursue efficiency targets, defined either in terms of efficiency in the utilization of the existing labor force or, increasingly, of the financial performance of the Depot Maintenance Activity Group (DMAG) fund. Similarly, wholesale supply personnel pursue MEI availability targets defined carefully to reflect only things they control. The dominant outcome metric in this community is the total non-mission-capable rate for an MEI caused by supply (TNMCS) or, even closer to the supply community, the stockage and issue effectiveness it achieves when it passes items to the next segment in the DLR supply chain.

**CONSEQUENCES OF SEGMENTATION**

Focusing on such goals and metrics has three important effects: First, it makes personnel in each segment comfortable enough to take responsibility for them. Second, it induces personnel in each segment—typically defined by a function and/or a MAJCOM—to think locally rather than globally. That is, it explicitly cuts off each segment from the broader supply-chain-wide picture, which is precisely the intent of such metrics because doing so allows each segment greater control over its own destiny. Third, it makes it most difficult for the senior leadership of the Air Force—which is much more interested in supply-chain-wide metrics that address military combat capability, safety of flight, and cost than it is in each bit of the chain itself—to understand the value of improving performance in any part of the DLR supply chain. In other words, choosing such goals and metrics breaks up the Air Force supply chain in ways that fundamentally separate most segments of the DLR supply chain from
the things the leadership values, such as mission capability and Air Force–wide costs. This, in turn, has two further consequences.

First, such segmentation amplifies the effects of a broader DoD effort to distinguish “tooth” from “tail”—military capability from support capability—and reduce resources in the tail to make them available to the tooth. This simple distinction views support almost entirely in terms of its cost, transforming it into a bill-payer for tooth. In the extreme version of this view, there is no recognition that cutting the size of the tail might reduce effective support to the tooth and thereby damage military capability.

Seen through the tooth-tail lens, the segments of the DLR supply chain outside the Air Force operating commands all fall into the tail and become natural bill-payers. Cost reduction is obviously a valid and important goal in these segments, but the tooth-tail lens transforms that goal into the dominant goal. The dominant guidance the senior leadership gives the AFMC portions of the DLR supply chain in the PPBS process is to reduce their cost to free up resources for modernization. The leadership supported lean logistics, now agile combat support, not primarily for its ability to reduce the mobility footprint or to make the supply chain more robust during a period of increased external uncertainty (both key attributes of lean logistics) but to cut requirements for inventory and thereby reduce cost. The senior leadership has repeatedly mandated performance improvements to achieve specified cost savings without first identifying how such improvements might occur. Because the Air Force has no compelling way to show how AFMC segments of the DLR supply chain contribute to the senior leadership’s military capability goals, AFMC has been unable to move the focus of the senior leadership from the cost of AFMC to the performance of the entire supply chain.

Second, almost everyone in the Air Force thinks primarily about making improvements within a segment rather than in the DLR supply chain as a whole. Even when cross-segment teams and initiatives form, it is easier for them to think about bundles of improvements in each of the segments represented than about improvement in the DLR supply chain as a whole. For example, initial efforts to implement two-level maintenance immediately ran into resistance in the operating commands, which did not want to give up the testing capability that had to be centralized to achieve a
significant portion of the improvements from two-level maintenance. Similarly, initial efforts to implement lean logistics very quickly broke into two efforts, one in AFMC and the other in the operating commands. Each interpreted lean logistics differently. Perpetuating local priorities reduced the benefits that a global implementation would have offered. Operating commands, for example, saw lean logistics primarily as a way to make AFMC more responsive to their needs. AFMC, on the other hand, used lean logistics to pursue initiatives that improved the internal performance of five specific AFMC processes, from AFMC’s perspective. Because lean logistics in effect transferred resources from supply to maintenance, transportation, and planning functions—each normally evaluated separately—the Air Force had great difficulty reaching consensus on how to validate the success of the change. Repeated reductions in headquarters staffs that might take a broader view have eliminated a potential source of broader thinking.

Even in a headquarters where cross-functional thinking is occurring, the lack of common metrics to examine performance in all segments makes consensus-building difficult. For example, consider what happens when operations (AF/XO), plans and programs (AF/XP), and logistics (AF/IL) organizations in the HAF try to work out joint positions on DLR policies and resourcing. AF/XO wants to know how changes will affect its formal war plans and its ability to field sorties in unforeseen contingencies. AF/XP wants to know how changes will affect numbers of people and dollars required throughout the Air Force. AF/IL wants to know how changes will affect the resources at its disposal and its ability to use available logistics processes to meet its targets. Each organization depends on stovepiped organizations throughout the Air Force to feed it information and support negotiations. Each organization thinks in terms of different language, goals, metrics, and databases throughout its supporting stovepipes.

In the absence of a consensus on how the Air Force DLR supply chain as a whole works, negotiations lack facts and tend to become political. High-level negotiations in a large organization can never escape politics, but factual information on how the organization’s processes work together can focus negotiations in ways more likely to produce light than heat. Without a common vision at the top, the Air Force, like any other large organization, will tend to rely on
agreements reached at lower levels, where local visions (within segments) are more complete and concrete. It will bundle tactical agreements from below to avoid the difficulty associated with reaching strategic agreements at the top.  

MANAGING UNCERTAINTY IN A SEGMENTED DLR SUPPLY CHAIN

Since the fall of the Soviet Union, the external threat to the United States and the Air Force’s role in mitigating that threat have become more uncertain. At the same time, the private markets that the Air Force relies on for goods and services have become more dynamic. So, over the past 15 years, the Air Force has faced greater uncertainty in the nature of the mission it will be expected to perform and in the nature of the external sources it will rely on to perform that mission.

The Air Force has responded to this rise in uncertainty by changing key policies to make itself more agile. This has simultaneously improved the Air Force’s ability to accommodate the increased external threat and increased the uncertainty that its own DLR supply chain, internal and external, must accommodate.

For example, the EAF concept is designed to allow the Air Force to deploy quickly to deal with unanticipated contingencies without causing undue turmoil in day-to-day operations in the Air Force. The Air Force hopes that, by demonstrating its ability to meet unanticipated contingencies quickly, it will actually deter such contingencies, thereby reducing the uncertainty it must contend with each year. To make this possible, it needs a supply chain that can reliably execute and sustain a wide variety of unanticipated contingencies. In fact, the EAF concept is meaningless without a new view of the DLR supply chain. The deployed supply chain must become lighter and more agile, and the supply chain at home must become more responsive to unanticipated demands. The supply chain must sustain this ability to deal with unanticipated demands, whether they

---

4Properly implemented, a balanced scorecard provides a disciplined method for framing strategic agreement at the top and driving it down through an organization. Chapter Four provides a brief discussion of ongoing Air Force efforts to implement a balanced scorecard to improve the performance of its logistics system.
materialize or not. By definition, individual segments of the supply chain cannot make such improvements without reference to a broader vision.

Similarly, matching depot repair actions to demand is an attempt to recognize that specific demands on the depot are so hard to predict that the depot should, to the full extent possible, wait until it is sure a demand will materialize before repairing a particular DLR. Matching repair actions to demands became even more important as uncertainty in the Air Force’s external environment rose. Matching repair to demand can reduce costs by reducing the number of repairs performed and by reducing the safety stock required to cover demands when repair priorities depended on other factors, such as prenegotiated quarterly production rates. But it can also increase costs by moving resources from buying DLR spares to buying repair capacity that will be available to meet any demand. The Air Force needs a sophisticated view of its DLR supply chain to do this cost-effectively; it has had great difficulty justifying its move in this direction, choosing the right algorithm to use to predict actual demands, and choosing the degree of matching—between repair and demand—most appropriate for different kinds of DLRs.

Other Air Force policies have introduced uncertainties to the DLR supply chain that were not necessarily generated by an increasingly uncertain external environment. For example, the methods the Air Force uses to set internal transfer prices and cost factors for budgeting have led to repeated surprises when the cost factors do not generate enough money in an organization’s budget to cover the internal transfer prices it must pay in the year of execution. This has occurred repeatedly for exchanges between the DMAG and the Supply Management Activity Group (SMAG) and for exchanges between AFMC and the operating commands. These surprises increase uncertainty for the buying organizations. Similarly, internal transfer prices between AFMC and the operating commands have led the operating commands to change their demand patterns for AFMC services in ways that reduce the level of services demanded and increase the cost to AFMC of each service provided from those that AFMC anticipated. These responses increase uncertainty in AFMC. All of these increases in uncertainty are direct consequences of segmentation in the Air Force DLR supply chain and a lack of understanding of how segments relate to one another.
Analytic models should help the Air Force manage such problems.\(^5\) The Air Force has maintained sophisticated logistics models to support resource planning in the PPBS process for many years. The Aircraft Availability Model (AAM) and Aircraft Sustainability Model (ASM) are of greatest importance to DLR spares planning.\(^6\) The Logistics Composite Model (LCOM) is the dominant model for base maintenance. Other models exist for other parts of the DLR supply chain.

They have major shortcomings, however.\(^7\) Even though current Air Force models often dominate analogous models in the commercial world in terms of sophistication, when faced with the challenge of linking readiness-related outcome measures to logistics resource level, these existing models face severe challenges. For example:

- The models break up the DLR supply chain and address each element of it in isolation, using simple assumptions about remaining portions of the supply chain. For example, LCOM focuses on detail on the base while using very simple assumptions about the performance of the supply system that supports the base. AAM, on the other hand, makes very simple assumptions about base maintenance and focuses on the details of the system that delivers DLR spares support to the base. No models are currently available to look at base-level maintenance and the supply system together to predict how they interact or support trade-offs between them. More generally, no models exist to portray the entire DLR supply chain.

- In each segment of the DLR supply chain, models link only a portion of all logistics resources to readiness-related outcomes. For example, AAM includes only DLR spare parts for which it can model a direct relationship between flying hours for the planning period and associated demand for spares. The Air Force has no

---

\(^5\) Repeated discussions with Randy King and Ginny Mattern of the Logistics Management Institute helped us deepen our understanding of the current state of the analytic supply models that the Air Force relies on most heavily.

\(^6\) For basic information on how these models work and what decisions they can support, see O’Malley (1983) and Slay et al. (1996).

\(^7\) The summary statements here are based on Mary Chenoweth’s unpublished analysis of several major supply-oriented Air Force models.
simple analytic way to link large portions of its expenditures on maintenance—for example, Programmed Depot Maintenance (PDM)—to readiness.

- The models used in each segment of the DLR supply chain do not match actual behavior well. For example, the basic functional forms in models like the AAM and ASM are not compatible with uncertainties associated with contingencies and other quantum changes in flying-hour programs. Also, although the evidence suggests that several factors often drive failures of reparables, Air Force models can only consider one at a time. This in effect increases the variability of outcomes around expectations, inducing the Air Force to invest in more safety stock and adaptability than is necessary. A third example is that current Air Force models cannot accommodate even simple constraints on repair capabilities. Finally, the optimization characteristics of most Air Force models are not consistent with the more ad hoc methods used to manage the real DLR supply chain. Therefore, the models cannot predict how the supply chain actually performs in practice. Perhaps ironically, as the Air Force learns to manage its supply chain in a more systematic way, simple models based on optimization assumptions will become more realistic and hence more useful.

- The models use unrealistic assumptions to simplify computations. For example, the models use simplifying assumptions about how bases differ, how activity levels change over time, how parameter values persist over time, and so on. Backward-looking models for estimating parameter values fail to capture likely increases in stress associated with upcoming contingencies. Even though analysts have long known that the negative binomial probability distribution does not capture state-of-the-world uncertainty in real Air Force settings, Air Force models continue to use this distribution. This assumption understates the real uncertainty the Air Force faces and discourages appropriate investments in DLR spares whose demand levels are likely to rise in a contingency.

- More perniciously, under pressure to provide support within severe resource constraints, the Air Force has often used over-optimistic assumptions to calibrate key parameters in the models. For example, the ASM assumes that major theater wars will
stress the Air Force less than objective modeling would suggest. The AAM assumes that pipeline segments will meet Air Force standards that remain significantly more demanding than current performance, despite recent improvements.

- The data used to feed parameter estimation remain incomplete, despite years of efforts to improve them. For example, LCOM offers such a detailed view of the maintenance process that it instills confidence, but the Air Force has been unable to provide the data required to keep such a detailed view up to date.\(^8\)

- The Air Force has made only limited efforts to validate the models it uses in the PPBS process and, more broadly, in logistics resource management. It has not carefully tested and validated the AAM, for example, since 1978. That validation was reassuring.\(^9\) But even in this case, it focused only on the portion of the DLR supply chain that AAM modeled directly, not on all the resource decisions that the AAM might influence, because no other model is available.\(^10\) Experience in recent contingencies has revealed discrepancies between assumed and appropriate levels for many parameter values and more basically between the assumed and appropriate structures of the models used.\(^11\)

So, the Air Force has created and maintained extremely sophisticated models—models that no commercially available product has been

---

\(^8\)For more information, see Dahlman, Kerchner, and Thaler (2002).

\(^9\)The test collected observed parameter values from several Air Force data systems, calculated aircraft availability to be comparable to the definition used in AAM, and then compared the observed availability with the availability AAM estimated based on the observed parameter values. LMI found that the predicted level of availability tended to be lower than the actual, which one would expect because the Air Force can take management actions to enhance availability not reflected in the AAM. A simple regression would have allowed the Air Force to predict the actual availability rates from the estimated rates with an R-squared of 0.93. A less formal but more recent LMI assessment in 1997, using data from 1990 to 1996, found that the AAM did not perform as well in turbulent times, when full funding could not be relied on, as it did in the fairly stable period examined in the 1978 assessment (O’Malley, 1997).

\(^10\)The validation focused on safety stock associated with the peacetime operating stock (POS) buy requirement for those items that have flying-hours demand drivers. To put this in perspective, Mary Chenoweth’s analysis shows that, in September 2000, this portion of the POS buy requirement accounted for 14 percent of the total POS buy requirement.

\(^11\)See, for example, Pyles and Shulman (1995).
able to rival in the applications where they are used. Despite that, these models do not give the Air Force a strong analytic ability to link readiness-related outcomes meaningful to the Air Force leadership—and hence the PPBS process—to logistics resources. As a result, personnel in any particular segment of the DLR supply chain are unwilling to make commitments based on analyses and metrics that extend beyond their own segment—for example, commitments to the warfighter based on metrics of readiness on the flight line or in the fleet as a whole. And these problems reduce the general level of confidence that senior leaders have in analyses of the DLR supply chain in support of decisions that involve more than one segment—in particular, more than one command or function. Because the leadership cares most about military capability, shortfalls in models that link segments of the DLR supply chain to military capability present serious problems. Such shortfalls give the senior leadership more confidence in analyses conducted within a segment than in those that span segments. Cost is fairly easy to compute within a segment; effects on military capability are not. So shortfalls in Air Force models of its supply chain make it easier for the senior leadership to sustain its tooth-tail focus. This focus effectively induces the leadership to think about many segments of the supply chain, especially those in AFMC, more in terms of cost than in terms of readiness.

Closed-loop planning and execution could also help the Air Force manage the uncertainties relevant to its DLR supply chain. A closed-loop system proposes an action, expecting the action to yield a particular result. It then takes the action and monitors the result. If the result is different from what was anticipated, it assesses the shortfall and proposes a second action likely to achieve the result, takes the second action, and monitors the result. It continues this cycle until it achieves the desired result or determines why the result cannot be achieved.

For example, simple air-to-ground attack with a “dumb” bomb identifies a target, chooses settings to place a munition on the target, and fires, assuming the target will be hit. This is an open-loop system. A guided weapon identifies a target, chooses settings to begin a course toward the target, monitors progress relative to the target, and
continually adjusts settings until the target is hit. This is a closed-loop system.\textsuperscript{12}

Closer to home, think about driving a car. A driver sees a squirrel dart across the road and decides not to hit it. An open-loop driver would quickly choose a path to steer in the road and then execute, shifting his attention to the next section of road. A closed-loop driver would choose a path to steer and then watch the squirrel to ensure that the car did not hit it. If the squirrel behaved as expected, the driver would execute his planned path and continue. If the squirrel jumped in front of the car, the driver would choose a new path to steer and look at the squirrel again. This would continue until driver and squirrel disengaged safely.

Such closed-loop systems must be able to make appropriate adjustments in a local area but do not need a systemwide model to choose settings once and for all to achieve success. By continually monitoring progress toward a target, they can learn from experience and update settings in a way that keeps a system on course. Such closed-loop planning and execution is especially useful when uncertainty makes complete understanding of a task impossible.

When making policy changes, the Air Force has a strong tendency to design a change, implement it, assume success, and then move on to the next change. It is reluctant to monitor the initial change relative to its goals and manage the change until it gets as close to the goal as possible. The most obvious example is when the Air Force implements such a change as lean logistics or a new working capital fund, takes the savings expected from the change and spends it elsewhere, and then assumes the change succeeded in future planning. The Air Force has done this repeatedly in changes relevant to the logistics system since the Cold War.

\textsuperscript{12}Control loops can exist within control loops. For example, bomb-damage assessment (BDA) can be understood as a second way to close the loop on air-to-ground attack. The Air Force expects an outcome from an attack and uses BDA to monitor whether the outcome occurred. If it did not, this “outer” loop allows the Air Force to schedule a subsequent attack. The Air Force can apply this outer closed loop around an inner open-loop process using a dumb bomb or closed-loop process using a guided weapon. Loops within loops increase the reliability and hence the effectiveness of outcomes.
SOME EFFECTS OF THE CURRENT PPBS PROCESS

The PPBS process, by itself, complicates the consideration of high-level trade-offs among AFMC logistics resources used to support the operating commands and other government resources. This is true for several reasons.

Most obvious, it takes a long time to complete. Air Force planners must make decisions over three years before some of the resulting obligations of funds in the year of execution. Related expenditures can occur even later. That was a long time in the Cold War and is even a longer time in today’s uncertain security and commercial environment.\(^{13}\) To manage uncertainty effectively, the Air Force must be prepared to update its decisions through the course of any cycle and use established milestones in the PPBS cycle to ensure that these updates shape the final product sent to the President.

Doing this in the context of the externally imposed PPBS schedule and coordinating updates across all overlapping PPBS cycles to ensure that they remain consistent among themselves are challenging enough. Simply coordinating input from all Air Force parties and interaction among all Air Force parties interested in the services that AFMC provides to the operating commands is a further challenge. Getting such mechanisms right can easily absorb Air Force attention and divert it from the substantive task at hand, which is developing the best program and budget possible for the year of execution.

OSD defines a few key dates in the PPBS process. The difficulties discussed below flow almost entirely from Air Force decisions on how to operate within the broad outlines of OSD policy on PPBS.

Updating its decisions through the course of any PPBS cycle becomes more complex and demanding as more players participate. If data must repeatedly flow from MAJCOMs to the HAF to OSD and back to complete an update, all players’ inputs and responses must

---

\(^{13}\)Uncertainty induced by the commercial environment is more important to the Air Force today than in the past for two reasons. First, global commercial competition has become more fierce, product life cycles have shortened, and process improvement has accelerated. Second, the Air Force has increased its dependence on external commercial providers as it has decreased in size, use of commercial standards has increased, and dependence on commercial sources has increased.
be coordinated in time and in intent. Suppose, for example, that several MAJCOMs participate to reflect the joint effects of a simple updated plan for a modification or RSP. The update affects the use of AFMC’s resources, changing the mix of direct and indirect costs. This in turn affects AFMC’s prices for different items. Because these price changes cannot be fully reflected in MAJCOM budgets today, the pricing change affects users unequally and typically in unpredictable ways. This happens if everything works as planned; no one makes any errors. Even without errors, the potential for misunderstandings and inconsistencies in databases or assumptions is significant. Errors simply compound these problems. By the time someone detects them, other changes have occurred, making it difficult to determine which databases should be corrected and how. The more players involved in a significant update, the more costly the update is likely to be and, hence, the less flexible the Air Force’s use of its PPBS operating environment.

Through the 1990s, the Air Force decentralized this process internally, effectively giving the MAJCOMs more and more authority to frame the majority of the POM, which is the centerpiece of the programming effort and the critical starting point for developing a detailed budget in each cycle. The HAF relinquished more and more PPBS-related authority and resources to the MAJCOMs. This decentralization gives the final Air Force users of Air Force support services—the primary “customers” of the DLR supply chain—an exceptional opportunity to define the programs that they value most.

At the same time, the Air Force has removed effective authority from AFMC to influence the DLR-related programs that AFMC must execute to support the operating commands. The operating commands develop their own programs for DLRs. The HAF then reviews these command inputs in panels that focus on mission issues, not support issues. AFMC tends to give most attention to activities that it still programs in this process. Without effective input, AFMC has difficulty ensuring that the programs proposed by the operating commands can in fact give the operating commands the support they want. Today, the BES is the point at which the PPBS receives information on what resources AFMC believes will be required to support the POM developed earlier by the MAJCOMs and on the likely cost to AFMC (and hence the operating commands) of the program in the POM.
Planning for resources with significant scale economies becomes especially difficult in this decentralized setting. Because scale economies associated with spare parts inventories, test stands, central induction of parts for repair, central distribution of repaired parts, and so on often affect multiple MAJCOMs, these MAJCOMs must find a way to coordinate their actions to ensure that the Air Force realizes these economies. To date, the operating commands have not been able to do so. When short of funds to meet all of their high priorities, they are reluctant to pay for assets they effectively never see, such as pipeline and safety stock that sits primarily under AFMC control. They are even reluctant to pay for spares they value highly, such as RSPs, because the current logistics system does not guarantee that they have first call on these assets in a contingency. Any inventory control system that provided such an assurance would sacrifice scale economies in its RSP investments. When AFMC uses its models to argue the need for central pipeline and safety stock to support the operating command programs, the operating commands question the validity of AFMC’s models.

In sum, placing programming primarily at the MAJCOM level makes the PPBS process feel like a zero-sum game. Each player looks for a way to extract whatever it can, from beyond its assigned budget constraint, to support its program. In such a setting, it is natural to expect an operating command to look for a free ride on the investments it hopes others will make in the common assets that build scale economies. Unfortunately, no one has an incentive to invest. It is natural for operating commands and AFMC to point fingers at each other, seeking to induce the other party to invest to improve its own performance. Unfortunately, neither side has an incentive to invest. The result is the Air Force has a great deal of difficulty achieving consensus on an internally consistent plan of PPBS roles and responsibilities for the MAJCOMs (including AFMC). Without agreement on such a consensus, the Air Force has difficulty funding investments with effects that extend across MAJCOM lines. Investments in spares, test stands, and central control mechanisms that could benefit many players simultaneously are particularly at risk.14

---

14Better visibility of the supply chain as a whole at the Air Staff level could help the Air Staff reduce and arbitrate disagreements among MAJCOMs in the interests of the Air Force as a whole. However, it would not resolve such disagreements effectively until
As responsibility for programming AFMC services for the operating commands has shifted more and more toward the operating commands, another problem has gained attention. When the operating commands program for AFMC support activities, the operating commands bear the full brunt of the resource constraint imposed by the PPBS process. They are forced to choose between getting AFMC support services and getting something else they value, such as MEI modifications or improvement of the quality of life on base. AFMC faces no similar budget constraint. Rather, preparing for the BES in each PPBS cycle, it calculates the costs it expects for particular maintenance and repair tasks and uses these to build cost-based prices that it will charge the MAJCOMs when they ask it to execute these tasks. If decisions made in the PPBS process constrain what the operating commands are willing to spend on AFMC services, and AFMC charges cost-based prices for these services, budget pressure in an operating command or loss of productivity in AFMC tends to reduce the level of service the operating commands can buy and presumably affects their performance. That is, constraints tend to bind and hurt the operating commands more than they hurt AFMC.

Such asymmetric treatment of AFMC and the operating commands in the PPBS process further angers those in the operating commands who believe AFMC has not downsized as aggressively as the operating commands have since the end of the Cold War. Anger increases when updated AFMC prices enter the PPBS schedule in the BES, through no fault of AFMC, after the operating commands have submitted their programs based on earlier prices. Because such updates generally increase prices, they automatically reduce the level of support to the operating commands. The resultant anger complicates efforts to sustain cooperation between AFMC and the operating commands it serves.

A critical element of coordination within the Air Force that might address such issues is the development of the APPG that sets the stage for writing the POM. With planning input from the MAJCOMs, the HAF develops the APPG early in the PPBS cycle. The guidance tells the MAJCOMs explicitly what the HAF expects to see in

the Air Staff demonstrated an ability and willingness to use this visibility to challenge specific MAJCOM assertions with broadly accepted analysis.

15See, for example, U.S. Air Force (2000b).
their POM submissions. It provides an opportunity to state specific roles and responsibilities for each player in the POM-development process and to define the metrics that will be used to justify proposals included in the POM. This element of the PPBS process presents three serious problems with regard to programming and budgeting AFMC support for the operating commands.

First, recent APPGs have framed guidance for AFMC support service primarily in dollar terms. Some guidance requires MAJCOMs to fund a certain percentage of established requirements for such line items as procurement of aircraft and missile initial spares, programmed depot maintenance and overhauls, total spares, and vehicles. Some guidance mandates reductions in operating cost and forward support footprint and requires MAJCOM investment in cost-reduction and cost-savings initiatives. None of these mentions potential effects on military capability or other measures of importance to the senior leadership. In all likelihood, lack of such metrics reflects the problems with segmentation stated above: no models are available to link AFMC activities to other metrics that interest the senior leadership more, such as mission capability; AFMC is unwilling to be held accountable for other metrics not entirely under its control; and, given its tooth-tail perspective, the leadership is content to view cost as the metric of primary relevance to AFMC. In all likelihood, the APPG cannot abandon this perspective until this broader context, in which the APPG operates as one statement of general Air Force policy, changes.

Second, the logistics community does not appear to have contributed effectively to the APPGs drafted in recent years, particularly the portions of these documents relevant to AFMC support services. ACC, as the MAJCOM with primary responsibility for framing agile combat support policy in the PPBS process, has primary responsibility for developing input from logisticians to the APPG process. Participants in the Logistics Panel have focused increasingly on topics of internal interest to AFMC only. Broader and better-coordinated input could provide a forum in which to pursue more effective integration of the MAJCOMs on DLR spares and other logistics policies in the PPBS process.

Third, the review of submissions from the MAJCOMs gives the HAF its primary opportunity to shape these submissions into an inte-
grated whole. With clear resource-constrained guidance, the MAJCOMs could more easily submit material that could contribute to an integrated program. Using the APPG as the first step toward effective HAF review could provide a powerful tool in support of central integration. Today, the APPG is not resource-constrained and hence cannot be used directly to review POM submissions from the MAJCOMs. Now that almost all Air Force resources have been distributed to the MAJCOMs for programming—the HAF retains less than $1 billion for its own discretionary use—it makes sense for the APPG to be resource-constrained. As noted above, such a change is likely to be most valuable for resources with benefits and costs that flow across MAJCOMs, such as spares, test equipment, and centralized control mechanism for logistics support activities.

As the PPBS process works today, the guidance used in the Air Force has not prevented the AFMC logistics community from spending significantly more than was budgeted in most recent years. Some argue that this is a sign of poor management in AFMC. If it had achieved target levels of productivity, it would not have overspent its budgets. If it had repaired the right items, it would not have wasted a portion of the funds it received. Others argue that AFMC is paying for services that the operating commands need but do not pay for. For example, AFMC may draw down the working capital fund to pay for RSPs that the operating commands cannot buy. Or it may draw down the fund to pay for over-and-above items in programmed depot maintenance actions that the operating commands cannot fund. These pros and cons need not be mutually exclusive. Arguments on both sides may apply in any particular situation.

No matter what drives these overruns, such consistent behavior over time suggests that, unless basic changes occur, the Air Force can expect to build a program and budget during its PPBS cycle that will require significant adjustment in the year of execution. “Adjustment” means three things.

First, the Air Force must decide whether to react to such overspending by cutting its operations in the operating commands. The Air Force prefers to avoid that outcome, but mission capable rates and other measures of aircraft availability have drifted down persistently since 1991.
Second, to avoid this, the Air Force must find other sources for the funds required to sustain operations. Congress is a possibility. The Air Force aggregates a package of additional needs each summer for congressional consideration. Congress is more likely to be receptive if the Air Force can link such a request to the effects of unanticipated duties, such as deployments, or at least to the need to sustain the flying hour program to maintain training and other activities relevant to the readiness of the Air Force. Each year, the Air Force finds additional funds here. In effect, the expectation of such supplemental funding can loosen the Air Force’s resource constraints during the PPBS cycle. If it can always expect Congress to provide supplemental funding for resources critical to readiness, such as DLR spares, it can underfund the resources during the programming and budgeting process without much risk.

Third, if congressional funds cannot cover the full overrun, the Air Force must look internally for opportunities to reprogram funds. This creates turbulence every summer. To date, the Air Force has accepted such turbulence rather than impose controls that would prevent the use of supplemental funding late in the fiscal year.

The main point here is that adjustments during the year of execution appear to be an integral part of the process that the Air Force currently uses to program and budget its logistics activities. Any assessment of how the PPBS process treats the logistics services that AFMC provides to support the operating commands must address what occurs in the year of execution as part of that assessment.

HOW THE AIR FORCE LOGISTICS COMMUNITY PARTICIPATES IN THE PPBS PROCESS

The segmentation of the Air Force DLR supply chain is reflected in how logistics issues enter the PPBS process. For the most part, issues relevant to AFMC support of the operating commands enter the process through the operating commands being supported. These commands bring their proposals for support to the HAF as part of their MAJCOM POM submissions, which are reviewed in the panels of the HAF Corporate Structure responsible for the MEIs supported. Input to these panels then moves up through the Corporate Structure, where major conflicts that could not be resolved at lower levels
are addressed. This process creates a final document for review by the Secretary of the Air Force and the Chief of Staff, where final adjustments occur.

In principle, many knowledgeable observers believe that this provides adequate exposure for AFMC’s support activities and adequate integration across the Air Force. In fact, this process so diffuses issues about AFMC’s support activities that they do not receive high priority in any forum where they are considered. As the issues of greatest importance to each MAJCOM and then each panel absorb the MAJCOMs’ and panels’ attention, AFMC support issues tend to get pushed aside.

Even where these issues are directly addressed, the operating commands tend to focus on elements of AFMC support most visible to them. This perspective tends to undervalue investment in pipeline and safety stock that supports all operating commands but is not visible to them. The operating commands are most concerned with having enough funds to pay for the specific items they asked to be repaired—typically items that require repair because of the activity levels of the operating commands.

In sum, because no one player providing direct input to the POM has responsibility as an advocate for the Air Force supply chain, the players tend to advocate other demands in preference to investment in the DLR supply chain.

THE SRRB CANNOT ADDRESS MOST OF THESE ISSUES

The primary Air Force initiative already under way to improve how the PPBS process addresses logistics resource questions is the SRRB. Emulating the long-standing, annual Maintenance Requirements Review Board (MRRB), the SRRB brings together representatives from all the MAJCOMs, AFMC air logistics centers (ALCs), and the HAF to develop a consensus statement of what the “true spares requirement” is for the Air Force as a whole in any particular PPBS cycle. Although not required to do so by its charter, it will also probably allocate that requirement among MAJCOMs to recommend a “fully funded” requirement for each MAJCOM with programming and budgeting authority.
The SRRB initiative emerged from the observation that persistent downward trends in mission capable rates for all major Air Force aircraft types since 1991 might be the result of a persistent failure to define the requirement for spare parts properly. The SRRB seeks to reverse these trends by defining the total requirement for spares with enough authority to encourage full funding of the “true” requirement in the PPBS process each year.

More specifically, the SRRB will change how the AFCAIG calculates MAJCOM requirements for DLRs each year. Until the Air Force ended free issue of DLRs to the operating commands, the AFCAIG focused on costing weapon systems. AFMC used central requirements computation to determine the requirement for DLRs as part of its standard PPBS submission. When AFMC began to sell DLRs to the operating commands, AFMC could not tell its new customers how much money each of them would need to program to buy DLRs because its models had no detail on MAJCOM demand. The HAF asked the AFCAIG to develop a requirements approach to allocate DLR funds among the MAJCOMs. Applying its standard approach to calculating operating and support cost factors, the AFCAIG observed what the operating commands paid for DLRs each year, looked at expected changes in their operations for the next year, and used these data to estimate expected DLR costs in the next year. For a variety of reasons, this approach systematically missed a significant portion of the Air Force demand for DLRs. Result: the “fully funded requirement” determined by the AFCAIG could not fund the DLRs the Air Force actually needed to maintain its stated mission capable rates. Recommendation from the SRRB Integrated Process Team (IPT): make a technical improvement in the estimation process to include all valid demands.

The observation that the AFCAIG process systematically underestimates demand for spares consistent with any stated total non-mission-capable rate caused by supply (TNMCS) appears to be correct if AFMC’s requirements models are valid. Even if this were true, which of the issues discussed above would this change address directly?

- The SRRB will continue to rely on AFMC requirements models that have been challenged on a variety of grounds, several of which have been discussed above. Correcting the assumptions
in these models will help, but until these models are consistently validated against actual Air Force outcomes, doubts will remain. Those doubts will undermine the general acceptance of any "true" estimate based on these models.

- The new SRRB approach still fails to link spares requirements to actual availability of aircraft. It does so for the old reason—AFMC is unwilling to be held accountable for an outcome over which it has only partial control. Without adequate models, AFMC does not believe its actions on spares can be confidently linked to actual availability on the flight line. So, because of the segmentation of the DLR supply chain, the SRRB will continue to support a statement of spares requirements defined in dollar terms only. Spares will continue to be perceived in the PPBS process primarily in terms of their dollar burden not their contribution to readiness.

- Disagreement among the MAJCOMs about the allocation of the cost of this "true requirement" will continue. Each still has a strong incentive to induce the others to pay for pipeline, stock, and RSP inventories that all users benefit from. The presence of scale economies for these parts means that the SRRB still cannot easily allocate their costs among the relevant beneficiaries of a buy.16

- Hence, it is highly likely that the operating commands will continue to question whether the spares requirements developed by the SRRB are affordable when compared in priority to other things they must pay for each year. And the HAF will have little basis for questioning operating command reluctance to fund the SRRB stated requirement.

- Emphasis on a single "true" requirement, combined with efforts to shift cost to others, will support a low-level, tactical discussion of "eaches" that can be shifted back and forth in a zero-sum

16Scale economies give many players the benefits of relying on the same assets. It is technically impossible to allocate the costs of these assets in a unique way to those who benefit from them. Economists refer to this difficulty as the problem of allocating the costs of joint products. As a consequence, AFMC literally does not know who will receive an asset it buys and holds for future use, so it has no well-defined way to charge for such an asset when it buys it.
Such eaches cannot be known with any confidence in the current uncertain environment the Air Force faces.

- Without serious consideration of the high-level uncertainties associated with the external threat and commercial markets, the SRRB will have difficulty addressing strategic issues relevant to the definition of demand.

- The need to complete the “true requirement” early enough to feed the PPBS process will seriously date this single-point estimate by the time the year of execution arrives, unless the SRRB adds significant effort to update the estimate during a cycle.

In sum, the SRRB effort probably recognizes a legitimate shortfall in the AFCAIG process that should not be allowed to continue. However, a number of other changes will be required for the Air Force to benefit from this correction. Those changes should give closer attention to the issues discussed above.

FINDINGS OF THE SPARES CAMPAIGN PROGRAMMING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (P&FM) TEAM

The Spares Campaign P&FM Team has taken a broader approach than the SRRB. It found that existing spares programming and budgeting processes fail to fund the DLR spares requirement for a variety of reasons similar to those discussed above. It highlights ten key “disconnects”:

1. The process fails to enforce APPG guidance in submissions to the POM.

2. AFMC and the operating commands do not coordinate PPBS submissions.

\footnote{In logistics parlance “eaches” refers to individual parts, considered one at a time. In an inventory worth billions of dollars, “eaches” are individual repairable units that may be worth a few hundred or thousand dollars each. An emphasis on “eaches” builds a requirement for billions of dollars of funding from the bottom up, one item at a time.}

\footnote{The bullets are a direct quotation from Edward Koenig et al. (2001). We benefited from these findings as our work was under way, and the Spares Campaign benefited from ours.}
3. The requirements process for DLR spares emphasizes AFMC sales to operating commands over AFMC expenditures on DLR spares.

4. The process assumes incorrectly that MAJCOM submissions cover all spares needs.

5. The process assumes incorrectly that all funds budgeted for DLR spares go to AFMC via "sales" when operating commands can use such unfenced funds in many ways.

6. The process does not assure programming to support important spares levels (e.g., pipeline requirements).

7. AFMC’s attempts to fund remaining spares needs in the BES commonly viewed as only a price increase.


9. The process was built around Pre-EAF environment and is poorly designed to operate in a highly uncertain environment.

10. Recursive relationship between SMAG and DMAG confounds budgeting and pricing by preventing the SMAG and DMAG from using the same assumptions when they plan prices and budgets.

The emphasis here is a bit different. For example, this report pays more attention to the broader context of the PPBS process and less to details of how that process treats logistics. On the whole, however, the findings reported here are quite complementary with those of the Spares Campaign.

**SUMMARY**

The Air Force DLR supply chain is extremely complex. Although the Air Force does not understand exactly how all the pieces of the supply chain fit together, it must maintain an accountability system good enough to manage the supply chain in uncertain times. It does this by breaking the DLR supply chain into segments and developing well-defined ways to manage each segment. This segmentation makes it difficult to develop and sustain a systemwide view of the supply chain. The current Air Force approach to PPBS complicates these problems. Further, Air Force logistics organizations and per-
sonnel are not currently well prepared to participate effectively in the Air Force PPBS process. These observations suggest that the principal improvement the Air Force is currently pursuing in how it treats DLRs in the PPBS process, the SRRB, will probably not have the positive effects anticipated unless other enabling changes support it. The Spares Campaign took a broader approach that touches on many of the issues raised here. The next chapter proposes a package of changes explicitly designed to address the broader set of issues discussed above.
The systemwide problems in the Air Force DLR supply chain discussed in Chapter Two point to the need for a broad set of changes in how the Air Force programs and budgets for DLR spares. This chapter outlines a package of seven closely related changes:

- Explicitly reframe all logistics issues relevant to DLRs in the PPBS process to represent a realistic level of readiness achievable within designated resource constraints.

- Have logisticians participate more actively in the planning segment of the Air Force PPBS process to promote the approach above and ensure that logistics is considered fairly in higher-level PPBS considerations.

- Define an APPG process that uses a resource-constrained version of high-level strategic goals to provide effective oversight of MAJCOM POM submissions.

- Define a HAF closed-loop process that monitors disconnects within the PPBS process itself and between logistics budgets and actual logistics needs relevant to DLRs identified during the year of execution.

- Strengthen the responsibility and authority of the AF/IL to integrate horizontally the entirety of logistics requirements relevant to DLRs and represent these requirements in the PPBS process.

- Rebuild the human capital capability within the Air Force logistics community to participate effectively in the PPBS process.
• Build and sustain a credible analytic capability to support the efforts above.

These changes constitute an integrated package (see Figure 3.1). Each is likely to be more effective if the others are made. Although this chapter breaks them apart to simplify its description of them, they are all really elements of a single, unified change.

**Proposed Change Number One:** Explicitly reframe all logistics issues relevant to DLRs in the PPBS process to represent a realistic level of readiness achievable within designated resource constraints.

The first step in any attempt to integrate a DLR supply chain is to identify appropriate systemwide goals that can be used to align all parts of the supply chain to a single purpose. The best goals to use are typically those relevant to the final customers of the supply chain. For the Air Force supply system, the dominant customers are operational Air Force wings, which must be prepared to provide services to a wide range of combatant commanders and other customers with a variety of needs. Other customers include other U.S. military services and foreign military organizations. In each case, the dominant concerns of these customers are the following:

• Availability of suitably operational MEIs, when and where needed.
• Safety of operations.
• Total ownership costs.¹

The Air Force DLR supply chain, then, should focus on seeking policies that improve the availability of any support to MEIs demanded, when and where needed, and the reliability of this support when it is provided. These concerns can be summarized as a “readiness” con-

¹“Total ownership cost” refers to the total cost to the Air Force of serving any customer, no matter what the source of the cost. For example, agile combat support increases the direct costs of support by increasing use of premium transportation. But shorter cycle times and higher reliability of delivery reduce the demand for total inventory. Even though the direct costs of agile combat support may look higher than before, the total ownership costs associated with agile combat support is often lower.
Train logisticians to use PPBS effectively

Get effective logistician inputs into the PPBS process early

Use APPB to link readiness levels to resource levels

Use HAF closed loop to compare outcomes with expectations in PPBS

Frame logistics issues in the PPBS in terms of readiness as well as funding levels

Give AF/IL effective authority to integrate all elements of logistics relevant to DLR requirements in the PPBS

Build models, scorecards to enhance leadership visibility of links between readiness and resources

Closed-loop PPBS cycle to link readiness to resources

Figure 3.1—Integrated Package of Proposed Changes

cern. The DLR supply chain should also focus on reducing the total ownership cost of any level of readiness achieved, as conceived in these terms. Another way to state these goals is to say the supply chain should seek to maximize the level of readiness it provides its customers, given the resources it has available to do so.

This kind of focus is important to three different kinds of resource allocation settings.

First, presenting DLR issues in these terms in the current PPBS process would immediately emphasize the importance of DLRs as a force multiplier, not as a bill-payer. Clarifying how any expenditure on DLR spares, or “delta” in expenditure on such spares, for exam-
ple, affects the readiness of MEIs would encourage the PPBS process to compare such expenditures to other direct contributors to readiness, such as pilot training or technical modifications, rather than other activities viewed primarily as bill-payers, such as real property maintenance or base operating support.2 This clarification should change the terms of the trade-offs examined in the current process.

Consider current plans in the Air Force logistics community to use the SRRB process to identify a consensus estimate for future total Air Force spares requirements and allocate the funding requirements implied by this estimate to the primary players in the PPBS process—the MAJCOMs with responsibility to prepare operative POMs. After the SRRB identifies the Air Force–wide spares requirement, it must still persuade each MAJCOM responsible for providing a share of this funding of the importance of this total to the Air Force as a whole. If the Air Force can translate specific deltas in spares funding to specific changes in readiness, the individual MAJCOMs will more likely consider such deltas in the company of other changes that they know can affect readiness. This will tend to move spares up on a MAJCOM’s priority list. As long as a MAJCOM cannot actually own and control a DLR spare, it will value a spare’s expected contribution to readiness less than the Air Force as a whole would. But the ability to link spares funding to readiness will make that distinction between MAJCOM and Air Force interests more visible and, perhaps, more difficult to sustain. If the HAF cannot demonstrate how the level of MAJCOM support for spares funding affects Air Force readiness, understanding why the MAJCOM would pay its “full share” of funds to support the SRRB requirement becomes difficult. No matter how authoritative the SRRB requirement is, it will remain in dollar terms and hence compete at a lower priority level in each MAJCOM than initiatives understood primarily in terms of their effects on readiness.

Second, the Air Force planning community is currently developing another approach to identifying Air Force–wide requirements and

---

2 In programming and budgeting parlance, a “delta” is typically a change in dollars or staffing between one program or budget document and another—typically a baseline document and a corresponding document that follows it. For example, a “delta” might state the change in funding for a particular item in FY 2006 between the FY 2004 POM and the FY 2005 amended POM (APOM). It can also state the change in staffing for a particular item in FY 2006 between the FY 2004 POM and the FY 2004 BES.
linking this requirement to resource implications in a standard way. The Air Force Resource Allocation Process (AFRAP) will use a standard “capabilities construct” to document systematic links between high-level DoD strategies and specific Air Force tasks. It will link resources associated with capabilities in each of the MAJCOMs and other organizations that participate directly in the PPBS process.3 If this approach works as anticipated, the planning stage of the PPBS process will use the capability construct to organize specific data requests that can support trade-offs among options with well-defined effects on military readiness and costs.

By definition, this top-down approach to PPBS captures resources associated with logistics by looking at the specific capabilities that logistics resources support and attributing these resources to these capabilities. For example, the capability construct would support the following logic:

- Given high-level national defense priorities, PACAF must maintain a capability to provide stated levels of specific kinds of air-to-air and air-to-ground capabilities.
- F-16Cs in PACAF contribute to these capabilities.
- Given PACAF’s operational plans, its F-16Cs must maintain a specified level of availability and a specified ability to generate sorties under the conditions in the operational plans.
- Target F-16C availability and sortie rates presume a stated TNMCS rate associated with landing gears.
- To attain this TNMCS rate, PACAF must sustain an expected level of reliability for landing gear, certain stated performance levels of pipelines and repair times, certain inventory levels of the sub-assemblies associated with landing gear, and certain support levels for DLR spares and repair from other parts of the Air Force.
- Resources can be attached to the list of factors above, by year of plan. Changes in each of these factors can be associated with resource implications and implications for PACAF’s readiness.

---

3For details, see Wehrle (2000).
By creating a structure to capture information on all the points above, a capability construct provides an explicit way to walk from specific military requirements to resources.

Trade-offs relevant to logistics then occur as the result of trades between capabilities or the result of trades among different ways of providing capabilities. Such trades will be more likely to affect logistics resources productively the more effectively logistics resources can be linked to readiness- and cost-related outcomes. The better these links are, the more the current terms of reference in the PPBS process will change. Chapter Four discusses AFRAP at greater length as a potential enhancer of the seven changes discussed in this chapter.

Third, the PPBS process will produce better results over time if it can monitor the execution of the budgets it creates and develop information that the Air Force can use to develop more-effective budgets in the future. In an uncertain world, the Air Force will never actually do what it had planned to do when it created a budget. Differences will arise every year. It is important to understand the extent to which these differences resulted from unrealistic assumptions about how the logistics system works and from unrealized expectations about the threat environment. The more accurately the Air Force can parse the reasons for differences between plan and execution, the better able it will be to create new budgets better attuned to Air Force expectations.

An ability to link outcomes to decisions about DLR issues during the PPBS process is critical to any effort to understand the differences between plan and execution. Without such links, the Air Force simply cannot say what difference was made by any decision of the logistics system regarding readiness or resource consumption. It can measure differences in various readiness levels, but it cannot explain convincingly why these differences arose. It can measure differences in cost levels, but it cannot link these to readiness levels. In sum, any systematic effort to monitor decisions made during the PPBS process and learn from them is predicated on a clear understanding of how decisions affect desired outcomes. The better this understanding, the faster the Air Force can learn from its experience. In an uncertain world, rapid learning is particularly important. In an uncertain world, systematic learning becomes a critical element of discipline.
Proposed Change Number Two: Have logisticians participate more actively in the planning segment of the Air Force PPBS process to promote the approach above and to ensure that logistics is considered fairly in higher-level PPBS considerations.

Although many in the logistics community would argue that they actively participate in the Air Force planning process through the Agile Combat Support Panel, such participation is not enough. First, ACC manages the Agile Combat Support core competency, not the logistics principals in either the HAF or at AFMC, who might be more inclined to look Air Force–wide at logistics issues. Second, Agile Combat Support focuses on the future operational aspects of combat support (see Volume Three, Strategic Plan) rather than on ensuring that current operational demands for DLR spares are sufficiently addressed in the planning guidance and carried over into the programming and budgetary decision processes.

To overcome the stovepipes created by the decentralized Air Force PPBS process and the way individual logistics functions operate in that process, the logistics community could develop a top-down strategic plan that provides an integrated look across Air Force logistics. Currently, no formal planning mechanism exists by which the various logistics initiatives are discussed in terms of their interdependencies, desired outputs (e.g., their performance goals), and operational time frames. A strategic plan could provide the single point in the logistics community to examine its priorities and identify potential operational gaps. The development of a strategic logistics plan could provide a basis for the total logistics community to assess how it is progressing toward achieving its goals over several PPBS cycles.

As noted in the fifth proposed change below, the AF/IL should have the authority and responsibility to ensure that the Air Force maintains a strategic logistics plan, keyed to broader Air Force strategic goals, that sets the stage for each year’s PPBS process. The AF/IL would produce such a strategy in concert with the AF/XO, AF/XP, AF/IL.

---

4For an examination of the extent to which the AF/IL has this effective authority and responsibility today, see the discussion of Proposal Number Five below on pp. 63–67.
and the MAJCOM/LGs. The Logistics Panel and IL/LG Meeting\(^5\) could provide forums in which AF/IL would pursue coordination. Execution of a well-coordinated strategic logistics plan will require a formal process with higher visibility than current planning efforts receive. The planning envisioned must be tied closely enough to current operational plans to set the stage for the discipline envisioned in the next proposed change.

**Proposed Change Number Three: Define an APPG process that uses a resource-constrained version of high-level strategic goals to provide effective oversight of MAJCOM POM submissions.**

The Air Force initiated the APPG in 1998 to translate planning goals and objectives into fiscally constrained programming guidance. The document aims to provide an audit trail for the Air Force on how well it allocates resources to its key strategic objectives in the POM and beyond. The APPG for FY 2003 included very specific programming guidance for those initiatives associated with supporting Agile Combat Support. The MAJCOMs were also directed to pay the AFCAIG bill and fund spares requirements (U.S. Air Force, 2000b). However, the document did not provide guidance on how the MAJCOMs were to fund the AFCAIG bill and what the consequences would be if they did not. The current adjudication does not hold them accountable to this guidance.

The APPG can be a valuable mechanism to link planning objectives to program guidance. The Air Force can also use it as a vehicle to help determine over time whether it is meeting its near-, mid-, and long-term objectives. The APPG can become a more active management tool if the Air Force leadership decides to use it to measure how the MAJCOMs have responded to the key planning and programming objectives stated in the APPG. The POMs would be adjudicated based on the MAJCOMs’ ability to show how they have responded to the APPG’s guidance.

To adopt this approach, the Air Force must focus the APPG’s guidance more precisely. The Air Force leadership must induce the MAJ-

---

\(^5\)The IL/LG Meeting replaced the Logistics Board of Advisors (BOA) Panel in 2001. The meeting plays a similar role but is limited to principals on the AF/IL staff and from the MAJCOM/LGs.
COMs to respond to the guidance. If the MAJCOMs choose not to comply, they must demonstrate why and how they are going to remedy the situation in the out-years. Such an approach would require stronger, clearer, and more direct HAF leadership at the front-end of the PPBS cycle. The HAF would need the clout to induce the MAJCOMs to comply with the guidance and then to carry through with the agreements reached in the program build. This approach would attempt to counterbalance the current MAJCOM-centric approach with a stronger HAF that developed specific planning and programming guidance and ensured that it was met or that alternatives were provided and debated.

Such changes in the APPG and its use would provide a specific document and process in which to make the integration across logistics planning, proposed in the first change above, real. This document would also provide an integral step in any process to compare the Air Force plan each year with its execution and to monitor longer-term implementation of the plan over a series of PPBS cycles. The next proposed change returns to these themes.

**Proposed Change Number Four:** Define a HAF closed-loop process that monitors disconnects within the PPBS process itself and between logistics budgets and actual logistics needs relevant to DLRs identified during the year of execution.

In effect, the Air Force uses the PPBS process as a tool to pursue a vision of improved performance—such as higher levels of readiness and lower levels of resource expenditure—wherever possible. Run as an open-loop control mechanism, the PPBS process creates specific programs and budgets and, in effect, simply hands them over to the operational Air Force for execution. Without further ado, such an approach washes its hands of the budget produced, effectively assuming that no further attention is required because the Air Force will execute it as planned. Run as a closed-loop control mechanism, the PPBS process would not simply assume that it could hand off programs and budgets for implementation. Rather, it would “close the loop” for these programs and budgets by monitoring differences between the programs and budgets on the one hand and their implementation on the other. It would ask why these differences occurred. It would then try to incorporate what it learned about these differences in future PPBS cycles.
Put another way, the current open-loop PPBS process limits attention to tracking differences between its targets and their achievement, in any cycle or over the long run. A closed-loop PPBS cycle would anticipate differences and expect to improve the Air Force’s performance over time by using information about these differences and thus improve performance in subsequent cycles. An open-loop system may be acceptable in a static environment, where informal learning eventually helps programmers and budgeters get close to their stable target. Such a system cannot keep up with a continually changing environment, as the world is today. A closed loop is critical to success in managing any complex process or tool if the initial conditions do not sit still while the process or tool is in use or the process does not perform exactly as predicted. A dynamic threat environment and continual adjustment of the Air Force logistics system create important sources of both kinds of uncertainty.

The Air Force PPBS process would benefit from at least two kinds of formal closed loops not in use today.

The first would look at the mechanics of the PPBS process itself. For example, are the DLR budgets and prices that all players in the PPBS cycle use in any cycle internally consistent with one another? Today, they are not, because prices actually charged during the year of execution are not the prices used to build the budgets for this same year. A closed-loop process would monitor such a disconnect during each cycle and trace it back to root causes until solutions aimed at the apparent root causes actually yielded an acceptable level of internal consistency. The causes probably lie primarily in particulars about the PPBS process itself, such as the timing of inputs, that can be changed.

Another example: Do the MAJCOMs in fact comply with higher-level guidance on logistics resources? Again, they do not. For example, the guidance laid out in the 03–07 APPG directs the MAJCOMs to address their supply chain issues and, more important, address how their “fair share” of the AFCAIG bills were to be paid. The operational MAJCOMs built their individual POMs arguing that they were balanced, were executable, and assumed acceptable risk. All the MAJCOM representatives argued that they had not paid the AFCAIG bills in the FYDP years and assumed this debt as part of their “acceptable risk” strategy. Although this stance violated senior lead-
ership guidance and policy, it was ultimately accepted by the Air Force because no corporate mechanism exists by which the corporatewide implications of the individual MAJCOM’s position could be evaluated prior to execution.

A closed-loop process would monitor such a disconnect each cycle and identify relevant root causes until solutions aimed at the apparent root causes yielded effective solutions. The PPBS process, like any complex process, is full of disconnects of this kind. Closed-loop monitoring is a practical way to reduce these disconnects, and their negative effects, over time.

The second kind of loop looks beyond the PPBS process per se and asks, systematically, why programs and budgets in any year differ from execution in that year and why, over longer intervals, long-term plans differ from outcomes over time. Such variances can result from two fundamentally different kinds of sources:

- The world behaved differently from what was expected, in terms of threats, the behavior of sources, the reliability and maintainability of aging systems, and so on. Such changes are in effect beyond the Air Force’s control. Better information about such surprises might help the Air Force reduce the importance of such surprises in the future, through better forecasting or through more-robust plans that can tolerate such surprises more easily.

- The Air Force logistics system behaved differently from what assumptions indicated. Cycle times were longer, maintenance-man-hours were higher, bills of material were less complete and accurate, customer expenditures were lower, and so on, than expected. Because these factors are generally considered within the Air Force’s control, programmers and budgeters in recent years have systematically assumed that they would improve. In fact, they have improved more slowly than expected.

Both kinds of differences are relevant to the PPBS process. The first, if better understood, would encourage better or more realistic forecasting about the external environment in the PPBS process itself and more support for robust policies and technologies among the Air Force organizations that use the PPBS process. The second, if better understood, would encourage players in the PPBS process to use more realistic planning factors. By reducing differences of the sec-
ond kind through the use of greater realism, the PPBS process could focus leadership attention on differences of the first kind, where high-level decisions are most important.

The dilemma for the Air Force is that its decentralized POM process focuses the leadership on addressing the resource issues that could not be resolved within the MAJCOMs or through the lower levels of the corporate structure. The process does not facilitate tracking key issues to ensure that high-level decisionmakers systematically address and review them in the PPBS process. Initiatives currently under way in the Air Force to redesign aspects of the Corporate Structure and improve the senior leadership’s visibility of major resource issues might ameliorate some of the problems identified in this report, but solutions are still being studied as of this writing. Whatever the proposed solutions are, to address problems identified in this research, the proposed remedies must identify a mechanism that provides a strong horizontal integration function that pulls together the disparate elements of sustainment and their linkage to operational readiness.

Questions about differences between expected and actual outcomes point to a Shewhart version of the PPBS cycle that not only plans, programs, and budgets but also evaluates outcomes and develops explicit adjustments for gaps between expectations and realization. Such an approach can support quick reaction to surprises that occur when insoluble uncertainty yields a realization that differs from that planned. It can fill in holes where analytic models are not complete enough to support policy. It can monitor models and refine them over time to ensure that they are as empirically based as possible. Such an approach would be helpful within segments of the supply chain but particularly helpful in guiding decisions and refining understanding about the links in the supply chain that tie segments together. It will work in a decentralized system, such as that in the Air Force, only if an organization with a supply-chain-wide perspective takes responsibility for it and relevant cycles are monitored in terms of performance relevant to the whole DLR supply chain, not just parts of it.

---

6For a useful description of a Shewhart or “plan-do-check-act” cycle, see Holmes (1994, p. 1).
As noted above, such a closed-loop approach will be more effective

- the better the shared understanding of the link between readiness and resource outcomes on the one hand and policy decisions on the other (Change Number One above),
- the more complete the high-level consensus on a strategic logistics plan (Change Number Two), and
- the more precise the statement of the leadership’s expectations of the performance of the logistics system and the leadership’s ability to enforce those expectations (Change Number Three).

As the fifth change will explain, the most likely office in which to pursue a closed-loop approach to learning in the PPBS process is AF/IL, which would coordinate with all relevant parts of the Air Force.

Proposed Change Number Five: Strengthen the responsibility and authority of the AF/IL to integrate horizontally the entirety of logistics requirements associated with DLRs and represent these requirements in the PPBS process.

It would be natural to ask the senior logistician in the Air Force to act as the advocate for the DLR supply chain. Observers disagree on who the senior logistician is and what authority he or she possesses to act as an active advocate. A natural choice is the three-star AF/IL, who has responsibility for Air Force–wide logistics policy and for coordinating appropriation resourcing for logistics activities in the HAF. The head of AF/IL chairs the IL/LG Meeting, which includes the senior logisticians in all of the MAJCOMs and the AF/IL executive leadership. This group coordinates issues of mutual interest to its members. Personnel in AF/IL oversee the Logistics Panel in the HAF, which could potentially take on crosscutting logistics issues now handled primarily by other panels. Can the AF/IL stand up to the commander of AFMC, often seen as the senior logistician in the Air Force and who has four stars?\(^7\) What authority does the AF/IL have

---

\(^7\)This perspective appears to carry over from the 1980s, when the four-star commander of Air Force Logistics Command was the senior logistician in the Air Force. AFMC, of course, has broader concerns; its commander is often not a logistician. Today, this is a question of perception and authority. Does the AF/IL have the effective authority, devolved from the Chief of Staff, to act as the principal for Air Force logistics policy?
to influence the logistics proposals of any other four-star MAJCOM commander? The segmentation of the Air Force DLR supply chain in effect leaves it without a single, clear-cut champion.

Formal Air Force policy already gives AF/IL considerable responsibility to coordinate logistics issues during the PPBS process. For example, Air Force Pamphlet 38-102 (U.S. Air Force, 1999, pp. 139–162) gives all of the following responsibilities to AF/IL and its constituent elements:

- Formulate Air Force logistics programs, policies, and procedures for weapon systems, including supply, maintenance, transportation, and logistics plans.

- Hold responsibility for all phases of logistics planning and policy, including strategic planning, deliberate/time-sensitive planning, and contingency/war-planning assessments. Develop links among logistics strategic planning and other Air Force planning activities and the Air Force PPBS.

- In coordination with AF/XO, develop operational goals (i.e., aircraft availability) for logistics systems. As a member of the OPS-LOG Working Group, develop methods to improve Air Force logistics availability to support operational requirements. Evaluate logistics impacts of changes in the Air Force Wartime Flying Program, determining their logistics feasibility.

- Determine Air Force logistics resource requirements. Resolve contradictory policy and guidance between the operational and logistics communities concerning DLR spare parts requirements determination.

- Prepare logistics availability and sustainability documentation. Document the logistics sustainability posture for the Air Force POM.

- Develop Air Force logistics budget/program strategies. Provide a single point of contact for logistics budget, programs, policies, and procedures. Ensure a coordinated response to logistics issues in the program/budget reviews. Direct budget submission preparation, provide justification through all review levels, and advocate the logistics program in the POM. Prepare logistics principals on the Air Force Council and other high-level Air Staff
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operational and strategic bodies on matters affecting logistics. Justify and defend logistics budget requests through OSD and congressional review. Serve as the focal point in the OSD program and budget reviews for receiving, tracking, and coordinating responses to logistics management, program, and budget issues.

- Serve as the focal point for modeling and simulating inventory management policies and their impacts on both peacetime and wartime capability. Develop concepts and programs to improve capability assessment and the programming system. Develop, maintain, and operate logistics capability assessment models that translate selected funding and inventory levels into projected weapon system capabilities, in support of the PPBS.

These responsibilities, as well as its role representing the logistics perspective at each level in the Corporate Structure, give AF/IL many formal and designated opportunities to shape the PPBS process and to participate in the process as it proceeds.

These responsibilities and points of entry into the PPBS, however, will not allow AF/IL to take on the responsibilities and authorities identified above without some important changes in formal and informal policy. They include the following:

- The Secretary and Chief of Staff of the Air Force must explicitly verify their support for these responsibilities and authorities to ensure that all other players in the PPBS process—particularly players in the MAJCOMs—accept that AF/IL holds these responsibilities and authorities. Until that occurs, AF/IL cannot act with the confidence that it has full authority to match its responsibilities. The Secretary and Chief of Staff should renew their support periodically so that natural turnover in the leadership team does not dilute AF/IL’s power.

- AF/IL needs additional resources to provide effective integrative capability. It needs people with the skills required to participate in the strategic planning process and to coordinate a resource-constrained APPG with real teeth. It needs people with the skills and capacity to review each POM submission from the MAJCOMs and to assess in detail how closely the submissions comply with the APPG. It needs people with the skills and capacity to
support AF/IL’s presentations on disconnects between the APPG and the MAJCOM submissions throughout the Corporate Structure review process to ensure that the Corporate Structure receives a clear, integrated picture of Air Force–wide logistics priorities to complement the MAJCOM-centric views reflected in MAJCOM submissions. Adding personnel will be extremely difficult as headquarters sizes come down. It may be necessary to conduct some of this work in a field operating agency (FOA) that reports directly to AF/IL. But the Air Force should keep in mind that most of the skills noted here are skills of coordination and that the coordination in question occurs in the HAF itself.

- AF/IL needs to review systematically all submissions relevant to DLRs. The review needs to address how logistics issues are addressed in terms of current and future operational readiness. For example, although AF/IL reviews submissions to the Agile Combat Support Panel, the assessments do not systematically address how operational readiness will be affected over the course of the FYDP. The submissions are not evaluated in terms of how they comply with APPG instructions on logistics issues and the impacts on operational readiness of deferred or ignored logistics issues. The Agile Combat Support Panel focuses on a narrowly defined slice of operational readiness—the ability of the Air Force to support current and a few projected missions—while AF/IL is responsible for looking across the totality of the Air Force in terms of logistics issues and their potential resource impacts.

- AF/IL should have access to analytic methods, tools, and databases required to ensure that it can exercise all of the capabilities identified effectively.

Some object that such responsibilities and authorities would disproportionately favor AF/IL relative to other players in the PPBS process. The approach proposed here does not intend to give AF/IL a mandate to dictate to, to veto, or to shout down others in the PPBS process. Rather, it takes seriously AF/IL’s responsibility and authority to coordinate, to evaluate, to communicate, to advocate, and in the end, to mobilize an integrated vision. The decentralized Air Force PPBS necessarily empowers the MAJCOMs relative to the HAF. It seeks only countervailing arrangements to ensure that the PPBS pro-
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Proposed Change Number Six: Rebuild the human capital capability within the Air Force logistics community to participate effectively in the PPBS process.

A workforce knowledgeable in the PPBS process is critical to improving the logistics community’s ability to articulate its resource needs. This recommendation is particularly difficult to implement given current turbulence in the Air Force and, in particular, ongoing congressionally directed headquarters reductions. In 2002, the Air Force, like the rest of the DoD, had to take an additional 15 percent personnel reduction in its headquarters staffs. In prior years, the Air Force had dealt with headquarters staff downsizings by supplementing the workforce with contractor labor and by relocating a function to the field. Turbulence among the military personnel and reductions in the civilian workforce provide little time to mentor or to train individuals in the PPBS process. In the logistics community, knowledge of the PPBS process is not critical to career progression.

To improve in this area, the logistics community must ensure that selected individuals—military and civilian—receive training and on-the-job experience in the planning, programming, and budgeting environments. Given the increasingly decentralized nature of the Air Force PPBS process, these individuals need tours in a MAJCOM’s planning and programming organizations. If possible, given the increasingly joint environment of DoD, they would benefit from time in the Joint Staff or OSD. Some of these assignments should be outside the logistics community so an individual can gain a more strategic perspective on how logistics issues are viewed and addressed within the broader Air Force and in DoD in general. This recommendation does not require the Air Force to train a large
number of people in PPBS matters, but the number needs to be suf-
ficient so the Air Force can maintain a cadre of knowledgeable peo-
ple. To the extent that the Air Force relies on contractors to perform
PPBS-related work in the HAF—even if relying on contractors is a
direct response to downsizing of the HAF—relevant human capital
critical to inherently governmental decisions is accumulating outside
the Air Force.

Logistics personnel getting such PPBS training should be pro-
motable. Otherwise, such training will not interest the best logis-
ticians in the Air Force. And no matter how much training and
experience the Air Force provides, its general-officer logisticians will
not benefit directly from it themselves.

The recent pace of change in Air Force policies and procedures has
complicated each of these problems. The role of the Air Force DLR
supply chain is changing as logistics concepts change. The Air Force
PPBS process is changing. Headquarters is shrinking. Very few Air
Force logisticians have the skills required to represent a current view
of the Air Force DLR supply chain in the current PPBS process or
efforts to change the supply chain, such as the AFRAP review. Unfor-
tunately, continuing change on all these fronts deprecates skills
accumulated in the past. Without such skills, any single advocate or
integrator for the supply chain in the Air Force PPBS process can
have only a limited effect.

The Air Force logistics community recognizes these challenges and is
discussing solutions. Some discussion has focused on reestablishing
certification programs for resource allocation managers within the
logistics community to ensure that they understand their roles and
the processes and tools relevant to their work

**Proposed Change Number Seven: Build and sustain a credible ana-
lytic capability to support the efforts above.**

Although the Air Force logistics community uses a variety of tools to
identify and manage its resources, these analyses and tools have
limited credibility in the broader Air Force. They are not firmly
linked to flight line and fleet, readiness-related outcome metrics that
warfighters emphasize. Operating commands do not understand the
contribution of basic investments in logistics pipelines and other
DLR spares not directly tied to their own operations and their own
performance. In part, this is because, until recently, the Air Force has not attempted to manage its logistics analytic tools, their configuration, and associated analytic processes systematically.

As explained in Chapter Two, given the stovepiped nature of the logistics community, many tools are not linked among themselves nor do they link to Air Force–wide methodologies or analytic processes. As execution of Air Expeditionary Forces (AEFs) becomes routine, effective combat support command and control will require development of more-integrated logistics models realistically calibrated to reflect actual operations. The models the Air Force uses to support its participation in the PPBS process will benefit if they can take advantage of these new analytic capabilities.

The changes suggested above will benefit particularly from analytic methods that do the following:

- They link readiness and resource outcomes to specific high-level decisions that might be addressed in the PPBS process.
- They help decisionmakers in the PPBS process look across logistics disciplines and link these disciplines as a group to operations. Such improvements are critical to the capability construct currently under development. More generally, they would support more-effective trade-offs between logistics alternatives and between logistics and operational alternatives.
- They are calibrated to current operational concepts and the actual current performance of the logistics system.
- They are transparent and available to all players with an interest in the PPBS process.
- They are simple enough to use in the short response times required to participate effectively in the PPBS operating environment.

As noted above, AF/IL already has a responsibility to serve as a focal point for modeling and simulating logistics policies and their impacts on both peacetime and wartime capability and to develop, maintain, and operate logistics capability assessment models that translate selected funding and inventory levels into projected weapon system capabilities in support of the PPBS. These capabili-
ties need not exist within AF/IL. In fact, the Air Force’s deepest capabilities to analyze logistics policies lie in AFMC and the Logistics Management Agency (AFLMA). These are natural places to build better capabilities. But AF/IL must take the lead to ensure that the methods, models, and databases developed properly reflect Air Force–wide priorities for the DLR supply chain. AF/IL is the natural source of leadership on these issues.

The changes proposed above depend critically on an ability to improve the credibility of the methods the Air Force uses to link readiness to resources. Those proposals should always be viewed in terms of the capabilities available to make these linkages. This suggests three things:

- Efforts to implement the changes proposed here should give careful attention to the capabilities of the analytic models and databases available to support them.
- Efforts to make the changes suggested here will be more successful as the Air Force’s analytic capabilities improve.
- Any effort to make the changes proposed here should include an active effort to improve complementary analytic methods.

**SUMMARY**

As illustrated in Figure 3.1, the changes proposed above constitute an integrated package. They begin by seeking a way to think about DLRs routinely as a force-multiplier rather than a bill-payer in the PPBS process. They seek to bring logistics into a top-down Air Force strategic planning process that develops clear guidance on logistics resource decisions relevant to DLRs to the MAJCOMs. The APPG

---

8AFLMA is a field operating agency that supports AF/IL with analysis, consulting, and development of guidance on logistics issues, particularly issues outside AFMC.

9The Air Force Studies and Analyses Agency (AFSAA), a direct reporting unit that reports to the Vice Chief of Staff of the Air Force, has a responsibility to integrate analytic models in the Air Force. It might offer a useful place to improve links between warfighting models and logistics models to address many of the disconnects discussed in this report. To date, AFSAA has not taken on such responsibility. Given the decentralized structure of the Air Force, AFSAA appears to have little effective authority to do so at this time.
translates this guidance into specific, resource-constrained terms that the HAF can use to review MAJCOM inputs to the PPBS process and to maintain an Air Force–wide view of logistics resource issues relevant to DLRs that places MAJCOM submissions in perspective as they move through the Corporate Structure. As an integral part of the PPBS process, the HAF monitors a set of closed-loop processes that compare plans with execution and help accelerate the Air Force’s learning about how to adapt logistics resource policy relevant to DLRs to the dynamic threat and sourcing environments it faces. AF/IL is the most logical focal point for these changes. The Chief of Staff and Secretary of the Air Force should clearly endorse AF/IL as the champion for these changes, with the responsibility and authority required to implement them. To take on this responsibility, AF/IL will need logisticians better prepared to work in a PPBS environment and analytic methods, models, and data that link logistics resources relevant to DLRs as clearly to high-level Air Force system metrics—readiness and total ownership costs—as possible. Such analytic methods will allow AF/IL to close the loop by demonstrating in the PPBS process exactly how logistics resources relevant to DLRs act as force-multipliers.

Three policy changes already under way in the Air Force today should make it easier to pursue an integrated package resembling the proposal above. Chapter Four describes these.
The Air Force is considering a wide range of policy changes today. A number of these, if implemented, would facilitate any effort to change its PPBS process relevant to DLRs. Any effort to change the PPBS process should be aware of how success is related to these other policy initiatives and promote these complementary efforts as part of any integrated effort to change the PPBS system. This chapter briefly reviews three complementary initiatives:

- multipart pricing of DLRs,
- capability construct that links high-level decisions to use MEIs to all resources associated with their use, and
- balanced scorecards for logistics support of weapon systems.

More centralized funding of DLRs, through multipart pricing, should offset some of the problems created by the Air Force's decentralized PPBS process. Any effort to change that process should carefully reflect all Air Force initiatives in pursuit of more centralized control of DLRs.

The Spares Campaign's multipart pricing initiative could potentially centralize at least part of the decisionmaking responsibility for DLR management. Such a change would help all relevant MAJCOMs work together to create a unified program that effectively balances Air Force requirements for DLRs with other programming priorities.

Multipart pricing would change which MAJCOM develops the POM for selected DLRs. Multipart pricing requires operating commands to pay directly only for
spares support costs tied to repair of items they "consume" in the
course of their normal operations, . . . the actual depot-level
reparable (DLR) repair costs. . . . Congressional funding for all other
central spares support requirements will be executed directly for
those purposes, in lieu of attempting to collect the funding through
DLR surcharges. This removes from prices all factors for spares
“buy” requirements, repair requirements associated with readiness,
pipeline and safety levels, and all materiel management costs. It
directly and centrally funds these worldwide spares needs. (Koenig,
2001, p. 2.)

This change would in effect centralize, under AFMC control, PPBS
responsibility for about half of the annual cost of the DLR inventory.
This is the portion of the inventory that presents the greatest chal-
lenges for a decentralized PPBS process. Readiness spares packages
and pipeline and safety levels all involve scale economies that extend
across all users of any particular spare, thereby placing a premium
on effective coordination of these users. Multipart pricing gives
AFMC direct responsibility to achieve this coordination. The indi-
vidual using commands retain responsibility to plan for the DLR-
related expenses most directly linked to their missions—repair costs
driven directly by operating command activity levels. Scale
economies are in play here as well but do not play as large a role as
they do for the spares assigned to AFMC.

How the AFRAP defines the capability construct that frames the Air
Force resource planning process will affect fundamentally how
effectively initiatives that improve sustainability of existing MEIs
compete for resources with other initiatives in the PPBS.

A critical part of the HAF 2002 (HAF 02) initiative sought to assess
and improve the Air Force’s resource management processes. The
initiative, begun in 1999, recommended, among other things, that
the Air Force replace all existing resource planning and program-
ing processes in all its organizations with a single, uniform AFRAP.2
AFRAP comprises four interactive steps (Wehrle, 2000):

---

1The current pricing system builds prices up from factors that seek to recover costs
associated with various cost pools. Multipart pricing effectively removes from prices
the factors associated with cost pools that will be funded by direct congressional
appropriations allocated to AFMC.

2An author of this report, Leslie Lewis, is participating actively in the AFRAP effort.
• Determine capability objectives.
• Develop capability options.
• Allocate resources.
• Assess performance.

Although the Air Force leadership has accepted the AFRAP concept, it has not fully implemented the concept for a variety of reasons. The most important barrier is the lack of a common capabilities construct that would provide the foundation of the concept. The Air Force Planning and Programming Directorate (AF/XP) has initiated work to develop and implement a “common capabilities construct” to tie together the Air Force vision with relevant tasks and the resources and operational concepts needed to execute these tasks.

The initial work on defining a capabilities construct has concentrated on identifying the construct’s attributes. Those involved have reached agreement that the construct must be output/effect oriented; allow the HAF to compare potential outputs with one another and establish a standard value; and, of particular importance to the sustainability issue and its associated issue of DLR spares, capture the totality of Air Force resources—it must be collectively exhaustive. Importantly, the construct must ensure that dollars are linked to capabilities. The construct should link all resources relevant to warfighting, such as DLR spares, to operational capabilities; institutional capabilities should include only elements that cannot be directly linked to the operational capabilities.

Such agreed-on attributes, if ultimately incorporated into a construct, will directly tie DLR spares and their associated costs to operational capabilities. Current work defines an operational capability as containing such elements as people, infrastructure, sustainment, and equipment. Tying DLR spares directly to operational capabilities will ensure that they are assessed as integral to achieving the desired outputs associated with these capabilities.

A four-level capability construct has been developed and is being vetted throughout the Air Force. The first level is the Air Force vision.

The second level comprises high-level operational and institutional capability areas. High-level capability areas give the senior Air Force
leadership the ability to assess major issues and their resource implications at a strategic level.

The third level contains lower-level categories of operational and institutional capabilities. These categories of capabilities combine the people, training, infrastructure, and concepts of operation designed to perform a set of tasks to achieve a desired output or effect. Operational capabilities imply combat and combat support activities indirectly. Therefore, DLR spares, as they relate to achieving a desired effect or output, would be linked to a particular operational capability.

The fourth level identifies relevant tasks. Current thinking sees tasks as activities conducted at the MAJCOM level. Operational and institutional capabilities have tasks associated with them. Tasks are tactical-level actions performed to achieve the desired objectives associated with specific actions. Again, all the resource elements associated with performing a task must be identified. Much of the dialogue that occurs between the MAJCOMs and HAF during the PPBS process currently occurs at levels three and four. The HAF operates at a more strategic level of capability areas and capabilities, while the task level is where the MAJCOMs generally deliberate resource issues.

As of this writing, the Air Force is vetting a draft capabilities construct developed by RAND (Lewis, Kauver, and Brown, 2001). It will provide a formal, routine basis for assessing DLR spares requirements within the context of operational requirements and readiness. Sustainment is only one of many issues the construct will address. It complements the proposed changes discussed in Chapter Three primarily by improving the Air Force leadership’s understanding of how sustainment affects key capabilities.

The changes proposed here should be carefully integrated with the AFRAP approach under consideration. Because the AFRAP approach builds links between capabilities and resources through formal MAJCOM channels, it implicitly builds in the same view of “separability” implicit in the decentralized Air Force PPBS process. Decisions made in parallel channels are “separable” to the degree that resource decisions in one channel can be made without regard to resource decisions made in another channel. In this case, for example, sepa-
rability assumes that resource decisions in the USAFE channel can be made without regard to resource decisions made in PACAF.\(^3\)

As noted above, DLR spares funded by any MAJCOM using a particular MEI, like an F-16C, can support any other MAJCOM using the same MEI. Once depot-level or centralized intermediate repair facility (CIRF) maintenance assets exist to support one MAJCOM, these assets can also support every other MAJCOM with comparable MEIs. So the resource decisions that one MAJCOM makes are relevant to the resource decisions that others make. These dependencies are precisely those that lead us to seek integrating alternatives to the current decentralized PPBS structure.

In effect, this means that, when each MAJCOM has executed its version of the standard capability construct template, the implications for sustainment requirements cannot simply be summed across MAJCOMs. The Air Force will still require the integrative capabilities discussed in Chapter Three to identify interdependencies in requirements for supply and maintenance assets and to translate these into an Air Force–wide requirement. That is, the AFRAP under development is not an alternative to the integrative policy changes proposed here. Rather, properly implemented and integrated with other ongoing changes, the AFRAP offers an enhanced capability to address one piece of the puzzle—a better understanding of how logistics resources affect specific capabilities relevant to the Air Force leadership.

A balanced scorecard provides another way to link readiness-related outcomes to logistics resources. Ongoing Air Force efforts could yield a scorecard that substitutes for or complements available analytic models and databases.

One of the principal elements of Air Force Logistics Transformation, managed by AF/ILM-T, is the development of a pilot version of a balanced scorecard for the F-16 supply chain.\(^4\) A balanced scorecard is a widely proven commercial tool, for (among other things) relating organizational outcomes to changes in organizational resources, that

---

\(^3\)For a more complete discussion of this concept and its implications for PPBS processes, see Lewis, Coggin, and Roll (1994).

\(^4\)For a recent update, see Krat (2001).
does not require the kind of detailed analytic models discussed above.\(^5\) This F-16 pilot program may provide a demonstration of a capability to link readiness-related outcomes to logistics resources that gains enough credibility among relevant Air Force leaders and decisionmakers to support the changes, suggested here, in how the Air Force PPBS process treats logistics issues.

To understand this, consider first what a balanced scorecard does, and then consider its relationship to the kinds of analytic models the Air Force currently has available to link logistics resource decisions to outcomes.

A balanced scorecard does four important things:

- First, it provides a framework in which the leaders of an organization can reach a consensus on joint goals. Senior leaders responsible for decisions on the resources covered by the scorecard agree on common language to state what they are all doing together. Such formal agreement is quite unusual in most organizations.

- Second, it provides a framework in which the leaders can reach consensus on a simple, high-level operating concept for the organization. The concept links the high-level goals of the organization to customer priorities, the performance of processes that service customers, and investment in assets key to sustaining the organization’s capabilities over the longer term. So the concept embodies the organization’s strategy for making decisions today that are relevant to long-term goals and short-term constraints.

- Third, the operating concept provides a basis for selecting a small number of metrics—about 25 or so at any particular level in an organization—that the leadership at that level can use to monitor the organization’s execution of the strategy embodied in the operating concept. The leadership monitors these metrics to test whether the organization actually operates as they believe it

does and, given how it actually operates, to identify opportunities to increase performance against high-level goals.

- Fourth, taken together, these elements allow the leadership to view its goals and operational concept in realistic—empirically well founded—terms. Having a consensus on how the organization actually works helps the leadership allocate authority and responsibility effectively and maintain accountability for actions that advance its joint goals. This consensus in effect links strategic goals to resources “well enough” to allow coherent decisionmaking on resource allocation.

By its very nature, such a process cannot be primarily quantitative; no organization has a quantitative model of all the elements relevant to its high-level goals and operational concept. So this approach to linking outcomes to resources is quite different from that reflected in traditional analytic logistics models. That said, a balanced scorecard can be built on top of detailed analytic models and, in particular, can reflect at a high level the basic structures of models that underlie it and can support a drilling down into analytic models to allow the leadership ready access to more detailed answers to their questions than the scorecard can provide by itself.

Viewed properly, then, a balanced scorecard is a complement to a set of analytic models, not a substitute for them. In fact, commercial experience indicates that a scorecard can operate effectively without detailed underlying models. It is especially useful in helping leaders rise above the day-to-day concerns of operating an organization and to think strategically about how the organization as a whole works. But the high-level consensus so critical to the success of a scorecard is likely to be easier to establish and sustain if the scorecard is compatible with reliable analytic models that give the leaders confidence in the scorecard’s fidelity in the areas where these models operate.

In principle, an effective balanced scorecard should be especially useful in the context of the PPBS process. It should help sustain consensus about the process itself and the decisions it reaches. It should help the leadership frame its decisions more strategically. To the extent that a scorecard does these things for logistics decisionmaking, it should facilitate the kinds of changes in the PPBS process that are suggested here.
As with the quality of analytic models, those implementing the changes suggested here should keep three things in mind:

- Efforts to implement the changes proposed here should give careful attention to the capabilities of any balanced scorecards available to support them.
- Efforts to make the changes suggested here will probably be more successful if the Air Force makes effective use of balanced scorecards.
- Any effort to make the changes proposed here should include an active effort to improve the use of balanced scorecards.

SUMMARY

Many changes are under review today in Air Force logistics. Several of these could directly enhance the success of the changes proposed in Chapter Three. Changes that tend to centralize the funding for Air Force DLR procurement and repair could significantly reduce the negative effects of the decentralized Air Force approach to PPBS. Multipart pricing would centralize about half of the funding for Air Force DLRs in AFMC. The AFRAP seeks a transparent, rational connection between strategic defense goals, specific military capabilities, and resources, including the resources to support capabilities. Properly implemented, this change could highlight how logistics resources contribute to military readiness. That said, AFRAP could also make it more difficult to characterize key scale economies relevant to decisions about logistics resources. The balanced scorecard provides another way to link logistics resources to military readiness. If properly implemented, it could complement AFRAP and the broader suite of analytic methods that the Air Force uses to support its PPBS process.

The more effectively changes like these are coordinated with the changes proposed in Chapter Three, the more value all of these changes, taken together, can bring the Air Force. Unfortunately, not all aspects of Air Force policy favor the package of changes proposed in Chapter Three. Chapter Five examines key elements of the Air Force culture that could defeat such a package.
Chapter Five

GENERAL ORGANIZATIONAL BARRIERS TO EFFECTIVE CHANGE

Any effort to change behavior significantly in a large organization will face difficulty. Any effort to change how the PPBS process treats DLR-related logistics issues in the Air Force should anticipate a set of specific difficulties and develop strategies to deal with them. This chapter identifies likely organizational barriers to change in the PPBS process relevant to logistics. In particular, it examines the following:

• The lack of an organizational tradition of closed-loop resource management.

• The lack of an organizational tradition of integrated process management.

• The lack of a tradition of managing organizational transformation aggressively.

• A tradition that favors modernization and operation performance over other goals.

• Inflexibilities in the Air Force PPBS process.

The Air Force lacks a strong organizational tradition of balancing resources and readiness realistically and “closing the loop” on plans to verify the balance.

An organization with such a tradition would exhibit the following characteristics: ¹

¹For details, see Kotter (1996).
• It would have a clear understanding of how changes in specific resources, including logistics resources related to DLRs, affect such outcomes as readiness levels at the leadership level and in the parts of the organization where these changes occur.

• When it changed resource levels, it would anticipate the effects of this change on such outcomes as readiness levels and monitor its system performance to determine whether the expected level of change occurred. If the change expected did not occur, it would find out why and adjust its understanding of links between readiness and resources appropriately. It would then adjust its resource use to reflect the new understanding.

Many of the challenges discussed in Chapter Two flow directly from a very different Air Force approach to resource planning and management:

• The Air Force PPBS process routinely drives from a plan to a program to a budget. The Air Force does not routinely compare the DLR-related logistics services it expected to buy with those it actually bought and carefully explain any large differences. So it has only limited visibility of disconnects between expectations and realizations.

• The analytic models available to Air Force logisticians and programmers are quite limited in their ability to predict how a change in logistics resources related to DLRs will affect readiness. This limits the Air Force’s ability to evaluate actual outcomes after the fact and identify the causes of surprises with confidence.

• The Air Force PPBS process itself uses many unrealistic assumptions. Obvious examples include assumptions that future programs relevant to current resource decisions will be fully funded when they rarely are, assumptions that process improvements will be more successful than they typically are, and assumptions that “fully funded logistics requirements” will meet all relevant operational needs when in fact they will not.

• A lack of basic confidence in analytic models discourages resource allocation decisions based on them. It also discourages evaluation based on such models. Without such confidence, it is
hard to maintain the discipline required to develop realistic readiness-based programs and to ensure that the programs implemented perform as expected.

- Without well-understood links between readiness and resources, the Air Force uses broad objectives linked to core competencies to frame its justifications for funding. Because the “metrics” it uses to support this approach are broad and qualitative, they impose little discipline and do not provide measurable outputs.

Elements of the proposal here address these barriers directly. Reframing logistics issues relevant to DLRs to make explicit links to readiness opens the issue of how resource changes will affect outcomes. Redefining the APPG process to build enforceable guidance embodies an explicit closed loop that compares a plan with an outcome. The proposed HAF closed-loop process does this in another way. Each of these must use realistic assumptions and well-defined, meaningful metrics to close their loops successfully. Proposed enhancements of human capital and analytic capabilities support these closed loops directly and create an environment in which players can have enough confidence in analysis to sustain accountability when plans are not realized.

The primary residual concern in this area is why these barriers exist in the first place. Does some motivation lie behind these barriers that could make it difficult to address them directly?

One possibility is a concern about what the exact function of the Air Force headquarters is, given that the Air Force is increasingly decentralizing its management. The decentralization is meant to reduce indirect costs and put as many resources into operations as possible. Our assessment and proposals draw this strategy into question. The complex, cross-functional issues (e.g., the linkages between logistics and operational readiness) facing the Air Force might suggest that it rethink the roles and responsibilities of its headquarters, particularly in terms of its ability to provide more strategic, independent option development and analytic support to the leadership. The issues identified in this report raise concerns about any Air Force decision to move many of its analytic functions to field operating agencies and physically away from the headquarters to achieve congressionally directed headquarters staff reductions. To date, removing ana-
lytic capabilities from the headquarters has weakened the corporate Air Force’s ability to identify and assess such complex issues as logistics and formulate informed options for leadership review. Placing the Air Force’s analytic capabilities in field operating agencies and locating them away from headquarters diminishes their ability to participate in the identification of these critical issues and in developing options.

Recent Department of the Army and Department of the Navy reorganizations concluded that a strong analytic support capability must be physically co-located or near to the senior leadership. Its purpose is to identify and objectively assess options for the leadership. The arguments offered here suggest that the Air Force should redevelop a similar type of capability. Without recreating the centralized analytic capabilities that existed in the Air Force prior to the 1991 reorganization, this approach cannot be implemented.

The senior leadership must ultimately display a basic commitment to “close the loop” in this way and to avoid systematic surprises as a normal part of its planning. OSD and Congress can discourage a tolerance for repeated surprises by not rewarding the leadership with add-on funding well into the year of execution. The senior leadership must also resist the temptation to tolerate the use of conservative assumptions that are so unrealistic that they systematically overestimate the need for logistics resources related to DLRs to achieve a particular level of readiness. Careful, systematic planning to manage surprises and surges that could stress the logistics system, if successful, should reduce the use of very conservative assumptions to make the logistics system more robust.

These considerations suggest that the Air Force should expect to move toward a more realistic, closed-loop system over a period of time as it observes the effects of repeated, incremental adjustments in the system as a whole and gains confidence in the new direction. Any change that takes time has difficulty in an organization, such as the Air Force, where the leadership turns over so often. Long-term change will require institutional commitment by the leadership that is repeatedly and convincingly reaffirmed.

The Air Force lacks a strong organizational tradition of viewing the supply chain as an integrated process and assigning effective, clear
responsibility and accountability for and authority over the total supply chain to ensure its integration.

An organization with such a tradition would exhibit the following characteristics:\(^2\)

- The organization would recognize that “the supply chain” is not just about supply. It includes every activity, in-house and outside, that contributes value to the ultimate customer that the organization serves. So it naturally includes transportation, maintenance, and logistics planning; elements of contract, financial management, and information management; and so on.

- The organization would identify a clear, simple set of “system” metrics relevant to the supply chain as a whole. These metrics typically emphasize attributes relevant to the ultimate customer that the supply chain serves. The organization would verify that performance metrics throughout the supply chain encourage players in each part of the chain to take actions that enhance performance relative to the system metrics.

- The organization would align incentives with performance metrics throughout the portion of the supply chain that it controls to encourage players in each part of the chain to take their performance metrics seriously.

- The organization would participate in formal and informal efforts to share data to improve the joint performance of the supply chain as a whole. These efforts would include connectivity of information systems to give players access to common, reliable data; formal exchange of personnel as technical advisors or managers; continuing adjustment of system and performance metrics to achieve the best joint outcomes; and formal, joint efforts to improve the supply chain as a whole.

- The organization would participate in consensus-building activities with other members of the supply chain. It would support development of consensus-based analytic models of the supply chain that individual members of the supply chain can

\(^2\)For details, see Kuglin (1998).
use to support objective, constructive discussions of improve-
ment.

Many of the challenges discussed in Chapter Two flow directly from a very different Air Force approach to DLR supply chain planning and management:

- To date, it focuses its assessment of the DLR supply chain on the portion of the supply chain associated with the traditional supply function, which focuses on organic and contract materiel management and inventory management. For example, “supply chain managers” are responsible for activities that lie almost entirely within the traditional supply function.

- The Air Force has a fairly simple set of system goals associated with mission capable rates, safety of flight, and total ownership cost. It has linked its mission capable metrics to supply and maintenance metrics in simple ways, but does not have good enough agreement on how supply and maintenance resources affect mission capable rates to enforce much discipline on this score. It has not systematically linked performance metrics throughout its logistics system—even its organic activities—to any system-level metrics.

- The Air Force does not have enough confidence in its high-level understanding of how actions contribute to the performance of key parts of its DLR supply chain to hold specific players accountable for success. So incentives are only lightly linked to the specific performance metrics in place throughout the supply chain.

- The Air Force traditionally relies on strong stovepipes to organize current use of resources and to plan for future use of resources. This structural attribute manifests itself in logistics activities relevant to DLRs in two ways. First, the MAJCOMs have primary responsibility for planning and executing their own logistics activities. The IL/LG Meeting, Corporate Structure, SRRB, and other similar groups provide mechanisms for developing consensus across MAJCOMs, but they have failed to resolve very strong and important disagreements about ongoing change in logistics policy. Second, individual logistics functions—supply, maintenance, transportation, contracting, and planning—main-
tain strong stovepipes in every part of the Air Force and are even more heavily stovepiped from operations and other functions in the Air Force. This structure adds another dimension of complexity to any effort to build and sustain consensus on logistics issues. Again, the IL/LG Meeting and Corporate Structure provide forums in which to wrestle with this complexity, but neither has found an effective way to align Air Force resource management with the key DLR supply chain processes that cross functional and MAJCOM boundaries.

• The power of Air Force stovepipes makes it hard to call out any one organization and make it an effective champion for the total Air Force DLR supply chain. The most logical candidate would be the AF/IL, but two problems complicate any attempt to give the AF/IL effective authority and responsibility. The first is the practical question of who the senior logistician in the Air Force is, the commander of AFMC or AF/IL? Formal resolutions in favor of AF/IL have not diminished the four-star power of the AFMC commander in Air Force–wide logistics issues. Second, more generally, as a staff officer, the AF/IL has great difficulty asserting effective authority to integrate logistics inputs from the MAJCOMs, all of whose commanders have line responsibility and (with one exception) four stars. Without an empowered and powerful champion for integration, the Air Force stovepipes tend to dominate logistics resource management in the Air Force.

• MAJCOM stovepipes have become more important to resource management as the Air Force has delegated more and more PPBS-related responsibilities to the MAJCOMs and removed HAF-level capabilities to integrate MAJCOM inputs. These changes simply aggravated problems caused by stovepipes already present. That said, they have had particularly negative effects on resource planning for Air Force inventory policy, which recognizes large Air Force–wide scale economies in inventory management and depends on cross-MAJCOM coordination to achieve these scale economies. The recent changes in the Air Force PPBS process have made that harder.

• Standard Air Force personnel policy does not promote significant personnel exchanges across functional lines to give personnel a more complete view of the total DLR supply chain. An important problem of this kind currently occurs in the PPBS pro-
cess: Professional logisticians in the Air Force show a general lack of interest in gaining programming and financial management skills. The Air Force does not reward logisticians for acquiring such skills or use active career management to develop them. The result is a fairly low appreciation of PPBS-related processes among Air Force professional logisticians.

- Despite many years of efforts, the Air Force does not have an integrated logistics information management system. Lack of a common data source that all players endorse leads to disagreements based on bad data that complicate joint efforts at improvement across the board.

- The Air Force limits information and personnel exchange with external sources. Without these, coordination with parts of the DLR supply chain outside the Air Force is difficult.

Elements of our proposal here address these barriers directly. Reframing logistics issues relevant to DLRs clarifies the system-level metrics relevant to the DLR supply chain and sets the stage for linking each segment of the supply chain to a common set of goals. A new APPG process provides an explicit setting in which to integrate the supply chain. A new HAF closed loop can support such an effort in a less direct way. Giving AF/IL the skills, analytic tools, resources, and, most important, the authority and responsibility to integrate the supply chain goes to the heart of the issue. This effort will work only if AF/IL has the actual ability to operate through all of the forums available—from the Corporate Structure down to the IL/LG Meeting, SRRB, and so on—to build a unified Air Force vision of the supply chain and how it should operate. In a sense, the above description of barriers is an agenda for explicit changes that AF/IL must be empowered to make to integrate the supply chain.

As with the first barrier raised above, the residual issue here is the most important one. Why have these barriers to integration persisted for so long? And why is the Air Force moving to a still more decentralized structure? The senior leadership and all key players must be committed to integration to allow progress on any of the fronts suggested here.

As above, it is very likely that the leadership and the key players will have to be led to such continuing commitment by evidence that it
yields empirically verifiable results. Repeated, incremental adjustments in the system as a whole can build such a case over time. Again, any change that takes time has difficulty in an organization where the leadership turns over so often. Long-term change will require institutional commitment by the leadership that is repeatedly and convincingly reaffirmed.

The Air Force lacks a strong tradition of managing organizational transformation aggressively.

An organization with such a tradition would exhibit the following characteristics:3

- It would view a major organizational change as a formal development program that involves investments, predictable milestones, unpredictable outcomes, and outcome-oriented metrics to track progress and adjust course as development unfolds.

- It would approach major change around the processes involved and involve all parts of the organization associated with the processes slated for change.

- It would develop formal coalitions of all players whose personnel must change their behavior on the job for change to succeed. These coalitions would develop a commonly held vision and translate outcome-oriented metrics into performance metrics designed to measure the extent to which personnel in fact change their behavior appropriately.

- It would use outcome metrics to develop organizational support for investment in training, tools, and time for personnel to set aside their normal formal duties to support change.

- It would explicitly reward personnel who change their behavior appropriately and punish those personnel who do not. To do this, it would use whatever incentive system it uses to motivate personnel in other contexts.

- It would recognize major organizational change as something that will continue in one form or another for the indefinite

---

3For more detail, see Camm et al. (2001) and Moore et al. (2002).
future. In response, it would integrate the concept of such change into its normal operating arrangements.

- This approach encourages a realistic approach to making and implementing plans for change. Plans for change are realistic about implementation costs and transition costs. And they are realistic about the degree of change likely to be achievable. Monitoring change repeatedly ensures the realism of the plans and the success with which they are implemented.

The Air Force generally uses a different approach to managing major organizational change.

- It prefers changes that occur within functions or formal organizations to changes that require coordination of several organizations or functions associated with a particular process. This occurs because either recommendations for change arise within long-standing functional or organizational channels or a particular organization or function takes lead responsibility for change.

- Major change often reflects the priorities of the function or organization with lead responsibility more than the priorities of the Air Force as a whole. This affects the metrics used to judge success and the shape change takes as it unfolds in the sponsoring organization or function.

- The Air Force is reluctant to make major investments in training, tools, and staff time to support change. This occurs because the budgeting system the Air Force—and DoD as a whole—uses discourages any investment that incurs costs today to achieve benefits in the future and because the Air Force rarely quantifies the future benefits that might be used to justify a current period cost associated with change.

- The Air Force tends to assume that any change will succeed without extensive oversight, feedback, and adjustment. It makes plans based on success and has difficulty identifying and correcting problems that prevent full success. As new leadership teams enter, they find it easy to substitute their new priorities for those of the previous team, often leaving earlier changes incomplete and, in effect, orphaned.
• The Air Force leadership does not focus on rewarding personnel who change their behavior appropriately and punishing personnel who do not. Performance evaluations typically give much more priority to factors other than successful change.

These barriers present serious challenges for the changes proposed here. These changes immediately jump across functional and organizational stovepipes. At a minimum, financial management and programming specialists must find common ground with logisticians in almost every part of our proposal. Any attempt to appoint a single office as executive agent risks narrowing priorities and losing the central understanding that Air Force–wide priorities must guide this effort, but some standing organization must become the integrator for change to begin. Significant enhancements in skills and tools will be necessary just to create the change itself. Additional investment will be required to support the change. The changes proposed here have the potential for identifying a suite of metrics that the Air Force could use to monitor whether personnel are adjusting their behavior appropriately to implement the change.\(^4\) But significant change will be hard to achieve if the Air Force as a whole does not back up these metrics with changes in incentives that increase the value of successful change.

The more attention the Air Force gives to improving its generic change management skills, the more value changes of the kind proposed here will add to the Air Force. The Air Force honors leadership and knows how to develop and sustain effective leaders. But contrary to the hopes and expectations of many successful leaders, leadership by itself is typically not enough to ensure successful change, especially when the senior leadership of the Air Force is so transient. The changes proposed here would benefit, along with many other proposed changes, if the Air Force could help its leadership understand more about the dynamics and challenges of effective change management. Particularly when faced with one semisuccessful change after another, any Air Force workforce becomes increasingly inured to the next wave of change. In an environment in which the

\(^4\)A supply chain perspective requires identification of high-level metrics relevant to the supply chain as a whole as well as metrics actionable in each segment of the supply chain that are compatible with the high-level metrics. The Air Force initiative on a balanced scorecard illustrates metrics relevant to DLRs as well.
Air Force can expect to continue experiencing change after change, success will increasingly depend on teaching the Air Force leadership what that means and how it must change its approach to leadership to manage each change effectively.

Again, this will not happen overnight.

The senior leadership has traditionally favored modernization and operational performance relative to other goals.

Throughout its history, the Air Force has been distinguished from other parts of DoD by its commitment to push the cutting edge of technology in order to upgrade the military capabilities of its weapon systems. As the Air Force has downsized since 1986, the need to scrutinize all resource use carefully has heightened the importance of this perspective. As the Air Force budget came down in real terms, the Air Force leadership continued to seek modernization and to cut other activities where possible to preserve resources for modernization. This approach has produced such effects as the following:

- The Air Force has favored wholly new weapon systems over modified versions of existing weapon systems to introduce new operational capabilities.
- The Air Force initially addressed the increasing resource demands of its aging fleet by extending schedules for overhauls and upgrades. This approach released resources, at least initially, for modernization efforts.
- With the rest of DoD, the Air Force has tended to frame infrastructure in terms of cutting costs to release funds for modernization, not improving support for the warfighter. This approach produces a bright line between “teeth” and “tail” that neglects the deep connection between the two and emphasizes how cuts in funding for tail release funds for modernization not how it degrades support to the warfighter using existing systems.
- Observers generally agree that the Air Force has been reluctant to invest its scarce resources in process improvements and technology upgrades that could improve reliability and maintainabil-

---

5See, for example, Builder (1989).
ity of weapon systems. Whenever possible, it preserves available resources for modernization, even when doing so slows process change that could improve the performance of support in the future.

- The Air Force’s basic approach to its resource allocation process tends to address modernization of systems first and considers other resource requirements, including support of existing systems, in a residual "trade-space" that effectively treats such support as a bill-payer for the new systems favored in the first step.

In this setting, the Air Force views logistics policy relevant to DLRs primarily through the lens of infrastructure policy, particularly at the depot level. Logistics is viewed more as a bill-payer than as a force-multiplier. And even where investments in the reliability and maintainability of existing systems and components could reduce logistics costs, allowing the logistics community to pay bills for the Air Force without giving up performance, these investments generally compete unsuccessfully with investments in modernization that enhances military capability directly. Investments in process changes to cut logistics costs in support of paying bills elsewhere in the Air Force compete even less successfully.

In a sense, the changes proposed here are direct challenges to this set of implicit values. Reframing logistics issues relevant to DLRs explicitly rejects the distinction between infrastructure and operational capability and implicitly questions why a dollar spent on modernization should be worth more than a dollar spent to improve support to an existing system. Building closed loops that tighten the connection between logistics resources and operational capability takes another step in the same direction. Building human capital and analytical capabilities is explicitly designed to build the credibility of such an argument.

The pattern of Air Force behavior sketched above suggests that the senior leadership could be wary of the kind of policy changes proposed here, which would support a “diversion” of funds toward DLRs to improve current support to the warfighter. A consistent refrain when such arguments are advanced is that the logistics system is extremely inefficient today. If it would simply clean up its own processes, costs could fall without endangering current support to the
warfighter. What this argument neglects is that, to clean up its processes, the logistics community needs increased investments of leadership focus and resources to discover specifically what changes would improve efficiency and what is required to make these changes occur. It takes money to make money. If the senior leadership prefers to focus its current attention and resources on modernization, it will be careful about any effort to divert this focus, even if doing so would release the resources the leadership wants for modernization in the future.

So the kinds of changes proposed here cannot succeed unless the senior leadership takes a different view of modernization. Presumably the best way to build the case for such a change is to demonstrate empirically that improved logistics support relevant to DLRs can produce results comparable to modernization, particularly in a resource-constrained world. This will probably take a long time. The challenge is to sustain enough support from a leadership predisposed to modernization to build the empirical case for an alternative view.

The basic structure of the PPBS process can limit the flexibility of the Air Force in addressing resource management issues effectively.

Even when asking how the Air Force might change its treatment of logistics issues relevant to DLRs in its PPBS process, appreciate that significant aspects of the PPBS process as a whole are unlikely to change. Three elements of the PPBS process are particularly important here:

- The PPBS process takes a long time to process information and make decisions. Planning inputs to the APPG must begin well over two years before the relevant year of execution and more than three years before that year of execution ends. The remaining years in the FYDP lie years in the future beyond this. Without an effective means for updating plans, programs, and budgets through the course of the PPBS timeline, such a delay would build in extraordinary inflexibility. Any such delay would be even more important today, when the Air Force operates in an uncertain national security environment, than it was during the Cold War, when it was easier to plan against a fairly steady external threat.
• Formal interactions between the Air Force and OSD occur throughout this cycle. OSD provides guidance and queries at fairly fixed dates in each cycle, and the Air Force responds at fairly fixed dates. Of particular importance to DLR-related logistics policy is that cost and pricing data and guidance pass back and forth repeatedly as fairly fixed points. The PPBS process gives the Air Force extraordinary flexibility to decide how it will accept inputs and respond. Whatever it chooses to do in-house, however, must always remain synchronized with the general PPBS calendar. Whatever data the Air Force uses to support its internal decisionmaking, it must draw on these data to fill specific PPBS templates at predesignated dates.

• PPBS documents and templates typically address deltas from the previous PPBS cycle. Because the PPBS timeline extends for several years, several PPBS cycles are always proceeding in parallel. To remain as flexible as possible within this context, a delta in one cycle may be a response to a problem or change that came to light in another cycle running in parallel. So the delta itself cannot be understood in isolation, within its own cycle. This process requires a fair amount of basic accounting and documents management simply to synchronize its moving parts. The mechanics are demanding enough that they can absorb the leadership focus on simply getting appropriate products out at the right time. This focus can easily draw Air Force attention away from the substantive analysis and decisionmaking that should underlie this process. The need to turn products on short timelines, to coordinate them to ensure compatibility across all active PPBS cycles, and to include all relevant players in vetting new positions can easily limit the resources, time, and focus available to determine exactly what those decisions should be.

These are serious concerns, but they must be kept in perspective. Despite these complexities, the PPBS process is extraordinarily flexible. The military departments and agencies each use very different approaches to it. Within a component, the details of the PPBS process have typically changed dramatically over time. The challenge is to recognize this degree of flexibility, to frame the concerns above primarily as constraints, and to use the opportunities presented by the PPBS process to pursue the Air Force’s high-level goals. Put more crudely, the challenge is to avoid pointing fingers at the constraints
imposed by the PPBS process and blaming them for poor performance; rather, focus on the elements of the process the Air Force can control and take advantage of them.

Each of the changes proposed here targets a different opportunity for the Air Force to improve an element of the PPBS process that it can control. In particular, the proposal for a new HAF closed loop creates a learning tool that the Air Force can use to monitor its approach to PPBS on a continuing basis and adjust it to get more value from it. Such an approach requires an aggressive Air Force approach to the PPBS process. The biggest barrier to such an approach is likely to be an unwillingness to make the investments and to reassign responsibilities and authorities to make the specific changes proposed here, primarily for one of the reasons discussed above. The PPBS process itself need not add any barriers not already reviewed above.

**SUMMARY**

The way the Air Force treats logistics resources relevant to DLRs in its PPBS process today is not an accident. It reflects deep-rooted traditions that color how the Air Force treats many issues, not just those addressed here. The Air Force tends not to follow up on policy changes to verify that they have proceeded as planned. For example, in a PPBS cycle, the HAF does not systematically verify that the MAJCOMs propose changes that effectively reflect the intent of the APPG. It does not systematically track implementation of a program or budget to verify that deviations between the intent of the program or budget and their actual effects are understood and appropriate. When changes do not have the effects intended, it does not adjust planning factors in future programs and budgets to reflect the effects that did occur. When intended and actual effects differ repeatedly, year after year, it takes a long time for the Air Force to ask why and seek an effective way to end the deviation.

The Air Force prefers to organize itself around functions and operational MAJCOMs, not integrated processes, such as DLR supply chains. Although the Air Force has initiated many changes during the past 15 years, it has not made systematic and continuing change an integral part of how it manages its decisionmaking. The leadership of the Air Force has traditionally focused more on issues of modernization than on those of support. The changes proposed
here challenge many of these traditions fairly directly. The changes proposed here must occur within the bounds of the existing DoD PPBS process, which, as flexible as it is, imposes significant requirements that absorb significant Air Force resources and management focus, simply to comply with the procedural requirements.

So the changes proposed here face significant barriers. In all likelihood, these barriers will slow the rate at which these changes can occur. The Air Force should expect these changes to take time to demonstrate their value and gain the support of the leadership. Those responsible for the changes, at all levels, should expect such barriers, address them directly, and plan accordingly.
Spares management and logistics support more generally can create important scale economies. The unit cost of managing DLR spares inventories falls as the scale of inventory management rises. And the value the Air Force can derive from any one DLR rises as that spare part becomes available to a larger, more diverse pool of users. Similarly, the effective utilization of specialized DLR maintenance assets tends to rise as the Air Force uses them to support a higher level of activity in a variety of locations. And the value that the Air Force can derive from any one DLR maintenance asset rises as it can apply that asset to support a larger, more diverse pool of users. These factors favor central control and ownership of DLR spares and maintenance assets if the Air Force is integrated well enough to apply these assets throughout the Air Force. These attributes of DLR-related assets have been widely recognized for many years.

The processes that the Air Force uses to set requirements for and to fund DLR-related assets have become increasingly decentralized over the course of the last decade. The decision to have the operating commands rather than AFMC effectively determine the requirements for procuring and repairing DLRs was the first big step in this direction. Increasing decentralization of the PPBS process magnified that initial step. The result is that DLR assets that benefit from a centralized perspective have received less and less central attention.

The Air Force is taking steps to address this problem. The SRRB process, already under way, will attempt to develop a new, consensus-based requirement for spare parts that supporters hope will increase funding for requirements that the Air Force has systematically
neglected for several years. Multipart pricing for DLRs could move responsibility for funding about half of the annual cost of the spares requirement back to one central place in AFMC. The DLRs in question are those that benefit most from a centralized perspective.

The Air Force could take additional steps that would highlight how spending on logistics resources relevant to DLRs contributes to military capability and complements efforts like those above to build and promote a centralized, Air Force–wide perspective on such logistics resources. This report proposes a seven-part change in policy:

- Frame logistics resource issues relevant to DLRs so that the effects of logistics spending on readiness and total ownership cost are clear and widely accepted in the Air Force.
- Align Air Force logistics plans more systematically to strategic defense plans, giving careful attention to how logistics resources relevant to DLRs affect strategically relevant readiness factors.
- Use the APPG to craft a crisp, resource-constrained statement on Air Force policy that the HAF could use to monitor MAJCOM submissions to the POM process and advocate a realistic Air Force–wide logistics perspective to the Corporate Structure.
- Use the APPG as a baseline to run the PPBS process as a closed-loop control system, checking planned logistics actions against executed logistics actions and checking the actual performance of the PPBS process itself against expectations.
- Give AF/IL practical responsibility and authority to lead and coordinate all of the efforts identified above.
- Build practical understanding of the Air Force PPBS process among logisticians to ensure that AF/IL has the human capability to exercise its new responsibilities and authorities effectively.
- Improve the Air Force’s analytic ability to link spending on logistics resources relevant to DLRs to effects on Air Force readiness and total ownership costs to ensure that AF/IL can document convincingly the Air Force–wide effects of changing spending levels for logistics resources relevant to DLRs.

These changes are compatible with other ideas under consideration today, such as the logistics proponent proposed in the Air Force
Spares Campaign. If implemented in an integrated way, these changes would complement the provisional policy changes mentioned above, as well as other changes under consideration, such as the use of a balanced scorecard and potentially the implementation of a capabilities construct to organize Air Force resource allocation more systematically.

It will not be easy for the Air Force to make these changes. In many ways, they directly challenge important Air Force values. The standard Air Force approach to resource management does not use a closed loop to identify and understand differences between a plan and implementation of the plan. The Air Force continues to give its functions and MAJCOMs much greater emphasis in resource management than such integrated, crosscutting processes as a supply chain. The Air Force has traditionally given greater high-level attention to resource issues associated with modernization than to those associated with support. So the changes proposed here would involve a marked cultural change for the Air Force. The Air Force has no systematic way to address such cultural changes or quantum changes of similar magnitude. It will have to implement the changes proposed here within the constraints imposed by DoD’s PPBS process, which shows no indication of changing in the near-term.

The kinds of changes proposed here will take time for the Air Force leadership to digest and then support. In all likelihood, the Air Force leadership will need to see evidence that changes of this kind are worthwhile. Those promoting such change should be prepared to implement such changes in an incremental fashion that allows them to demonstrate improvement over time. Each improvement can build the case for further change. Such an incremental approach will be difficult in an organization with little continuity at the top and many related changes to coordinate. But in all likelihood, the Air Force will have no choice.

Our general approach to resource management emphasizes the importance of using a monitoring cycle that is empirically well informed to proceed systematically against realistic, clearly stated goals. So it is natural to understand that it would recommend a similarly realistic, systematic approach to change itself.
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